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BRING S. O.
TO ITS KNEES
ATTORNEY GENERAL MOODY
1VES THAT liE CAN
DO) THIS.
 
lieVERipeirHAS AT
400'04.` LAST SECURED EVIDENCE
410
WAR NOT
YET OVER
SALVADOR, HONDURAS AND
NICiisJA it:_.LISLikOD
HAVE COMBINED.
),---CFIANGE OF PLAN INCLUDES
COMPLETE REVERSAL RE-
GARDING OFFICERS
OF LAKE SHORE.
iI
• One Official Will be Asked to Assist
Government in Forging of Evi-
dence About Standard.
—He Aiiret".
Cleveland, 'O., JtAY f7—According
tia an unexpected turn"6V4'affairs in
the investigation by the federal grand
jury into the affairs ofltte Standard
Oil company it is evident. that Attor-
ney General Moody now believes tha
eovernmenc has at last secured evi-
dent which will lead to 'bringiag the
.Standard Oil company tb its knees.
The return of District Attorney
Sullivan this mornfneg from an all-
day conference with the attorney-
general yesterday at New York will,
mark a complete change in the plans
of the government in connection with
the fight to stamp trade discrimina-
tions in favor of giant corporations.
The -change of plans includes a
complete reversal regarding G. J.
Grammer, vice president of the Lake
Shore and Michigan Southern. rail-
way. Grammer will not be indicted
in this or any other federal district.
Instead of this he will be asked to
insist the government in forging a
chain about the necks of some of the
biggest Standard Oil officials in the
country
The opportunity to testify is hail-
ed gladly by Captain Grammer. Ever
since the charges against the Lake
• Shore railroad became public he has
declared not only his willingness but
his anxiety to testify regarding them.
When the subpoena was served upon
him shortly after his arrival in Cleve-
land from Chicago today he assured
he government officials that any
her officers connected with the
Ake Shore would be on hand if
anted.
Says Records are Open to Jury.
"Yes, I have been subpoenaed and
I will testify tomorrow," admitted
Captain Grammer at the Hollenden
tonight. 'From the start I have
placed myself at the service of the
investigators. The records and ac-
counts of the Lake Shore are open
to them, as they are to the general
public, and I will certaittly do all I
P'ess in assisting the investigators to
4.strive at the truth in the charges so
widely published. This is the chance
that I wanted from the start."
The government's action may mean
that it will use Grammer's informa-
tion in an effort to indict higher of-
ficials at the hearing in Chicago.
At least three other Lake Shore
officers will be on hand to testify
when the grand jury reconvenes in
the morning. These are J. I- Clark,
general wsetern freight agent, with
headquarters at Chicago; Marcus C.
"Tully, of Cleveland, auditor of
freight accounts. and H. L. Meyer,
the latter's chief clerk. All three
have been on the stand since the in-
quiry was opened, but thcy will be
within call should the prosecution
decide to summon them after Ca
yr/1111111C r as en heard .
Will Assist Government.
It is expected that the testimony
of Captain Grammer will occupy a
large part of tomorrow's session.
lie will have official records of the
road with him to freshen his mem-
ory if necessary and promises to
afford the government every possi-
ble assistance in arriving at the
truth. It is expected the inquiry
would be ended tomorrow, but the
decision to subpoena him is likely to
prolong it for at least one day.
Most of the grand jury's time to-
day was devoted to investigation of
the charges 'of rebate giving in con-
nection with the mileage allowances
on tank car rentals. Officers of the
Union Tank Line company, a con-
tern subsidiary to the Standerd Oil
company, were put upon the grid-
iron in an effffort to strengthen the
case of the prosecution along this
AGREED TO DECLARE WAR
AGAINST GUATEMALA
IF INFRINGEMENT OF TERRI-
TORIAL RIGHTS OCCURRED
PACT FORMED LAST
MARCH.
Troouble Began When Mail of Sal-
vadorean Charge in Guate-
mala Was Tampered With
—Assassination Plot.
New Orleans, July 17.—An alleged
coalition of three Central American
republics against Guatemala is re-
ported in a special from Mexico
City to the Times-Democrat today.
The dispatch, which quotes a friend
of, Gen. Barflies as authority, says:
Some time last March Salvador,
Honduras and Nicaragua entered in-
to an offensive and defensive coali-
tion against Guatemala, agreeing
that ttie moment there was an in-
infringement by Guatemala of the
territorial rights of either of the
three confederates a declaration of
war against Guatemala should fol-
low.
On Way Here.
Th dispatch also says that John
Jenklins of „Omaha, consul-general of
the United States at San Salvador, is
on his way ,at the request of the
Salvadorean government, to present
to President Roosevelt a copy of a
diplomatic circular claiming that the
present troubles began last March,
when Dr. Fortin, charge d'affaires of
Salvador at Guatemala City, found
that his mail was being tampered
with. 
-Lao-r," the circular is alleged to
say, "Dr. Fortin reported to his goy.,
ernment that President Cabrera of
Guatemala, had secured sixty Boers
at Chicago, St. Louis and New Or-
kans to go to Salvador and join
malcontents there in an attempt to
disrupt the government."
Assassination Plot.
In the circular are quoted also
copies of telegrams from President
Cabrera to the minister of Salvador's
foreign department, charging that
Gen. Regalada and President Esca-
Ion of Salvador conspood with the
end of procuring Cabrera's assassina-
tion."
A copy of this circular is said by
the dispatch to be now in the hands
of the Mexican department of foreign
affairs. It is further stated that pos-
ters have been placed about Guate-
mala City calling for the assassina-
tion of President Cabrera, and that
some of these missives have even
been placed opposite the walls of the
president's residence, which is guard-
ed by a body of 2,000 picked men.
Cabrera is said to be practically a
prisoner in his own residence, and
to have his food tested for poison
before eatng it.
Fighting Strength of Four Republics.
Washington, July 17.—Military ex-
perts in this city, on the basis of
the best available information cov-
ering the relative military resources
of fthe several republics involved in
war in Central America, pronounced
the army of Salvador superior in
the armies of the other republics.
Thickly populated, with one hun-
dred persons per square mile, over its
limited total area of oase square
miles, Salvador can muster acs000
men armed with armament equal to
the best in Central America. Though
(Continued on Page tight.) ,
line. indeepndent oil men were also
summoned to add to the testimony
on discrimination.
The accusation of rebates on stor-
age charges at Chicago is still un-
der active inveetigation, but the gen-
eral&belief is that all the evidence
ohtalbed along this line will be placed
at the, disposal of the district attor-
ney at Chicago. There is reason to
beieve considerable progress was
made during the day, especially in
connection with the tank car mileage
feature.
GAMBLING COMES IN FOR
ATTENTION OF THE POLICE
TWO NICKEL-IN-THE-SLOT MACHINSS CONFISCATED AT SA-
LOONS OF HUGH BOYLE AND L B. RAGAN, WHILE CHIEF
COLLINS AND CAPTAIN HARLAN SURPRISE CROWD ABOUT
DICE TABLE IN REAR OF JOE PETTER'S ITHELgy IMRE
ON SOUTH THIRD STREET. „
Chief James Collins yesterday de-
cided that he would take a stroll
through the gambling section, and
as a result eleven men are under
charge of shooting craps, Jeweler
Joe Fetter of South Third street is
warranted on the charge of suffering
gaming, while the chief has two nick-
el-in-the-slot machines at his office
in the city hall.
The chief learned that Saloonkeep-
er L B. Ragan, of South Third
street near Broadway, had a slot ma-
chine in his bar-room ,and seoding
around after it, he confiscated the
property, which was hauled around
to headquarters, where 't will be
kept. The chief then sent over and
took the machine in the rear room
of Hugh Boyle's saloon, which is
right across the street from the city
hall at Fourth and Kentucky.
Chief Collins said tthat the one
talen from Ragan's was broken and
could not be operated, while Boyle
had his sitting in a rear room. De-
spite this fact, the chicf asserted that
people passing in and out of the
saloon would notice the machines and
raise a howl, claiming the police de-
partment countenanced operation pf
the contrivances, when in fact they
were not even in condition for play-
ing. For this reason the chief con-
fiscated them, according to the law
which permits the police department
to take possession of all gambling
property. The chief said he would
keep them stored at the hall for a
certain number of days, and then
either smash them to pieces with an
axe or return them to the owners if
the latter give a sokmn pledge to
take the machines to their homes to
be stored away, anal not let them
stand around :he saloon to mislead
people into beliveing they are being
used.
Crap Game Raided.
Chief Collins and Captain Harlan
got a "tip" yesterday shortly after 2
o'clock in the afternoon that a full-
$100 WORTH OF
AFRICAN SKIN
OFFICG•P'c'.CPr•"""'".
CONVICT TIMICIRDAY
MOWING.
fledged crap game was in progress
!in the rear of Joe Petter's jewerly
'store On South Third street, near
Oroadway, and nearly opposite Ra-
gan's saloon, where the slot machine
was confiscated. The chief and cap-
tain quietly stepped around to the
jewelry establishment and got into
the room before the participants
knew 0f it Mirgil Holcomb was
making a "schen leben pass" as the
officers burst into the door, but none
of the players 
t 
the dollar
lying on the ta ilse°i,ni at seems to
have been especially built for gam-
bling and evidences long use. When
the authorities appeared there was a
general skirmish in every direction.
One of the crowd fell par- ty into ti
sistern.while trying to gio away, but
was catight by the sf by the leg
and prevented from toppling into the
nolo' Another tiied to crawl into
the toilet room flue. The chief and
captain rounded up eleven of them
though, and brought them to head-
quarters where they were charged
ivith gambling. They are V% illWe,*t 
, Marry Williams, Harry
Jones, Thomas Morris, Duke Will-
iams, Virgil 1-golconib, Steve Guin
Charles, Dixon, Aaron Williams,
'Joe Sells and Van Mitchell.
Most of them are street car con-
ouctors, motormen and ice sellers
who make Pctter's place headquar-
ters. „ The chief _ivin got a warrant
against Jeweler Petter charging him
po,le.iatchsuffering gambling upon the
The crowd was surroundina the
big table that is built just high
enouglijaiot all to staid up. It has
strips sitailed.around the side to p-e-
vent .the dice front roll-ng off, while
the top cf the table is coverssi w:th
canvas to break the rattlino rose
ot the "boncs" as they fall. The ta-
hie was carried to police toadquar-
ors and roes to the Sindling pile af-
ter the a xis used upon it for a few
blows.
CONTRACT AWARDED TO
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
•
HOARD LAST NIGHT REFUSED TO LET ELECTRICAL MEN, OR
CONSULTING ENGINEER HOLMES ADDRWS THEM SO.
THE IMPORTAN PROPOSITION COULD BE INTELLI-
GENTLY EXPLAINED BEFORE A VOTE ON /T WAS TAKEN
Last evenisig, dining the meeting
of the councilmen and aldermen as a
committee of the whole at the general
assesnbly chamber, there was adopted
the report of the electric light com-
mittee awarding to the General Elec-
tric company the contract to furnis.h
additional machinery and aoo new
"Nflagnetite" electric arc lights for UFT
by the Paducah I ighti ng plant. Their
figure was something like $11,000, and
did not provide for new engines said
boilers. While the bid of the Fort
Wayne people for the sane thing Was
about $8,ono.
All the couneihnien and af-denrnen
were present, with exception of Coun-
cilmen Duval and Dipple, and Alder-
man Chard:dirt This left seventeen
in attendance, and Mayor Yeiser pre-
sided over the gathering.
On Chairman Palmer of the light
committee offering the report award-
ing the contract to the General Eke-
(Continued rn Page Four.)
Injunction is Refused, But Attorney.
General Says There Will Be
No More Gambling at French Uck
"The next step in the cases aganst
the French Lick and West Baden
Hotel casinos iwIl be to take them to
the supreme court. An appeal has
already been granted and a final hear-
ing will be had in about four months.
I think Judge Buskirk's decision is
wrong, absolutely wrong. I cannot
believe a special statute for the organ-
ization of private corporations relieves
such organizations from their appli-
catior of the general laws of the
state. I do not seriously consider
the possibility of the court sustain-
ing the demurrer upon the grounds
given. I am confident the suprente1
court will reverse the judgment 
en. 
tered hero, for I do not believe it
is based upon sound reasoning.
While the case Is pending in the su-
preme court there will be no gamb-
ling at French Lick. I am certain of
that. The principal purpose of the
suits was to stop gambling at these
resorts and prevent the association of
thugs and toughs with boys, young
girls and respectable women. We
have accomplished that object"—At-
torney General Miller.
'Paoli, md., July 17.--Jusige Thomas
B. Durkirlo Thek1 in the circuit court of
Orange county that Thomas Taggart
coutell not be ,enjoined from running
a gambling den at his French Lick
resold ` upon the information filed by
Attoehey Gerseral Miller..
The attorney general will appeal
front that decision.
Judge 11110i:ink turned Taggart out
11sf the court upon a legal quibble and
e case agliirrist L. W .Snclair, pro
etor of the 'Wiest Baden resort, Was
,mmmok
\ (Continued on Third Page.), ,
•
WILL IE TAKEN BACK TO
PENITENTIARY TODAY
GANGS OF LOAFERS ARE AR-
RESTED YESTERDAY BY
OFFICERS WHO MAKE
THEM SKIDOO
Frank Carter, Charged With Striking
Will Holman During a Fight—
Business of the
OCiuers.
Just jtoo even will be divided' be-
tween Officers Terrell and Alexander
and 'Special Policeman Kirk, the lat-
ter of the private force maintained by
the Inrrinois °einemi railroad to look
after the local freight yards.
These three officers get this
reward for catching a negro yesterday
morning, as the latter rolled into this
cty on the 3 so southbound passen-
ger tarain over the I. C. The negro
gave the name of Philip Coleman,
but it cbevelops his right name is-Wil-
lian.aa Reaghley, and that be escaped
Monday from time penitent ary at
Eddysille where re was doing a two
years' tern for stealing in Louistrille.
Yesterday morning about daylight
when the train came in the officers
esipodi the darloy on she front of the
baggage car. He was locked up and
claineed to be named Philip Coleman.
When told he was riospected of crime
ackotvwiedlgeti that he wes wanted
Lonievrilia at the charge of obtain-
ingornoney under false pretenses.. The
officens tools no stock in this. After
he as put in a cell City jailer Evitte
examined the negro and found, on
his drawers "No. 127." This con-
vinced the aorborities that the negro
was art escaped convict, so they com-
municate with the officials of the
Eddievilbe penitentiary, and the des-
cription the latter gave of their
prisoner tallied with Righley. He
was also ickrrtified by Rice Militer,
a Paducah negro who has just re-
turned from dhe penitenbary where
he served time, and wax> said Reigh-
ley 'belonged at the prison where Mil-
ks saw him the day ander left.
Yesterday afternoon in the mail the
local department received notice that
elm reward was offered foe the cap-
ture of Righley, het the document
did not specify in what manner the
convict made ha escape.
Officers Terrell and Alexander will
take him back to Ete.yville this 'morn-
ins; and claim the reward Righley
had only a few months of les sen-
ewe to serve when he escaped
Loafers Must Skidoo.
Yesterday it looked as if colored
prayer meeting was being held in the
office of Chief Collins at iheadsegart-
ers ,as there were many daticies leatItt-1
ed in several rows of chairs, looking
with anxiety towards the chief. These
negroes had been Ton in on the change
of being chronic loafers who hang
out down about Second and Ken-
tucky avenue .Officers johnoon and
Rogers brought them to the hall.
They claimed to have been working
ors the John S .Ifierpkins, and ahoot
this time the mate of this steamboat
came along and was questioned in
this regard. He confirmed what the
darktes had stated, that the darkies
had. worked for hint, but quit a few
days ago. He said he brought them
down from up the Ohio river and on
pronvising to carry them back home
the negroes were released and sent
to the boat. which had them aboard
wiben it departed..
Officer Aaron Horley yesterday
said he gave the warning to loafers
out this way to either leave town, go
to work or go to jail. He gave that
instruction Mlonday, and later that
evening, whik out in the Illinois
Central roailroad yards, he counted
twenty-seven negro men jump aboard
a freight train andi leave the city.
The order is to he carried out rigidly,
and it is either go to work or to jail.
' This ioclodes both :white and black
men. 
- at
lltirfe Bronson, colored. and Wood
i- Toffee, white, were locked up Mt ac-
count of 'being chronic loafers. • i
VOL 23, WO. 65
WANTS DAMAGES
FOR INJURIES
CAR SCAR-
ED HIS HORSE INTO RUN-
NING AWAY.
ALBERT SAPPALE WANTS
$2,000 DAMAGES
JUSTICE EMERY FINED ?LANA-
ER JOYNES OF TELEPHONE
COMPANY, FOR 
FIGHT1110.
-
I (Ciantinued on Page Flve.).
•
Tory Holland and Sallie Holland.
Claim C. C Coleman H.as Wrong-
ful Possession of Property
Different Courts.
J. P. Thornton will today file suit
in the circuit court against the Padu-
cah Traction company fur liSaeo dam-
ages on account of injuries to him-
self and demolition of bis buggy. He
claims that December 28th, Noe, he
was driving down the street in the
city when a car approached, and de-
li:Ott his request for the motorman
to stop, the latter ran the car right
up upon his rig. This scared the
horse, which ran away, threw Mr.
Thornton out, and smashed his bug-
gy-
Wants $2,500 Damages.
Albert Sappale, the fruit dealer of
Broadway between Fifth and Sixth
streets, tiled suit yesterday againsst
the Traction company for $2,000
damages, becaus• of injuries he re-
ceived by a car striking him at
Fifth and 'Broadway the evening of
January atith ,1906. He was knock-
ed down and although. no bones
were broken, was confined for sev-
eral weeks with the severe bruises
sustained. He was crossing the
street afoot when hit by the car.
Joynes- is Fined.
Yesterday in the court of Justice
Charles Emery a fine of $m and costs
was assessed against Manager A L
Joynes of the Cumberland Telephone o
company, for assaulting Mr. James
Lally, as the circumstances show he
went into the telephone headquar
ters to ask why he could not get
connection over the long distance tel-
ephone to Joppa, when Joynes with-
out any provocation or words. jump-
ed on him ard strode hi sa a number
of times.
Cases Continued.
Justice Emery yesterday continued
until tomorrow afternoon at two
o'clock the warrant charging Will
Stanford with selling liquor near
Wallace park without a license, and
with permitting dhkorderly charac-
ters to congregate around his place
of business.
Taken to Denton.
*Sheriff Eley of Benton, came here
yesterday morning and took back for
trial the negro Reese Whitesides, ar-
rested the day before on the charge
of bootlegging and moonsehirring in
Marshall county.
'Land Controversy.
Tory Holland and S.aCie Hollend
yesterday in the circuit court filed
suit against C. C. Coleman for pos-
session of a strip of ground plain-
tiffs claim belong to them, but which
is illegallly had from
defendant. In addition to the writ
of possession, plaintiffs ask for etc*
damages because Coleman holds the
ground Then in a different suit filed
the Hollanda ask fcie Una .(1.aiti0al. 
'al damages, because Coleman tres-
passed on their land.
Judgment 'Set Aside.
Judge Lightfoot yestevday set aside
the judgment of three years he gave
in the case of John Dunn, alias
Sweeney, a small boy, who is quite
a bad character, and who several
days ago knocked some man in the
head with a rock. AS judge of the
new juvenile court Judge Lightfoot
ordered him to the reform school
for three years, and then set the
judgment aside with the specified un-
derstanding that if the lad committed
any more of his depredations, he
would surely go to the institution
for the number ofl yeses mention
Sued on Notes.
J. S. Jackson, Sr., has filed golf is
the circuit ,court against Edward and
Emma Hanson for In'ao.so claimed
dais—on a note defendants eextuted
Montloned on Page rive.),
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WILL ELECT' OUT OFFENDERS Le U. uyil Y It %X UM
n
NEW OFFICIALS TO BE CHOS-
EN TOMORROW EVENING
AT MEETING.
Prgirble .1That Some Reports Will
be in on the Question of the
Unibr Entering Politics.
The Central Labor Union tomor-
row evening elects officers who are
to serve for the. ensuing six months,
and the prospects are for an unus-
ually large and interesting session at
the hall on North Fourth street.
_Two weeks ngo diff,rps.i_pav.ass-wtiviti
put in nomination for the respective
positions, and a large number of can-
didates were put u pfor every office.
Now from this batch there will be
chosen the official who is to serve in
each respective place
On the night the nominations were
made the Central body referred to
each subordinate union the question
as to whether or not the union
should enter politics. A referendum
vote is now being taken upon this
proposition and at tomorrow's(' gath-
ering it is possible that many of the
delegates from the subordinate
bodies will be ready to hand in their
report showing whether or not their
respective union favors entrance into
politics. If the majority of the
unions of this city are in favor of
this the organized men will pick out
some candidate seeking office and
suppott him. They do not intend
ruining unionists or anything of
this kind, but simply select the best
men running and throw their support
to him .
Situation Improved—Twelve Cases,
Nine Deaths Yesterday.
Manila, July ift—The cholera situ-
ation has greatly improved. Twelve
cases and nine deaths were reported
during the past twenty-four hours.
The health bureau offers free vacci-
nation to prevent the spread of the
eFsease.
A test made of the vaccine since
the outbreak of the disease shows
that it acts as an absolute preven-
t:we. Of the many natives in the in-
fected! districts von) had been treated
with the virus none developed the
disease All of the health officials
were vaccinated and none has
oped the disease. The
been prepared at the
laboratory in this city.
devel-
vaccine has
government
Excursion Rates Vla. tTte Soutnern
Railway from Louisville.
St. Paul, itinri--$21.5o, July 23, 24.
25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 25c validation fee.
St. Paul, Minn.—$16.00, August to,
ir and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 3oth on payment of so certs.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.—$36.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.---$t5.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address,
T. P. LOGAN. T. P. A, rat East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.,
Sealing wax is not wax, nor does
:t contain a single particle of wax.
It is made of shellac and resin _melt-
ed with turpentine.
A wonderful pearl bearing the ex-
act likeness of the late Queen Vic-
toria of England was found in a
fresh-water mussel in the Mississippi
river near Davenport. fa.
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice, Cream
JUDGE PURYEAR DOES NOT
BELIEVE IN LETTING
THEM "RUM THINGS"
Mrs. Sweeney Got $roo Fine and
Fifty Days in Jail—Morgan
Fined for Selling Liquor
on Sunday.
Several days ago Judge Edward
II. Puryear of the police court re-
marked during a private conversation
that he did not intend to counte-
nance the oft-repeated return to the
court of many of the old offenders
who heretofore have been fined small
sums and released, only to return
within a short time on some other
charge. He believes the chronic law
violators should be given punishment
sufficient' to break up the practice,
and from the bench during the past
week 41e was carrying into execution
some of his excellent ideas in this
respect. Last week he assessed fines
in large sums against some old of-
fenders, while yesterday he went his
limit thus far when he fined Mrs.
Eliaza Sweeney pots and sent her to
the county jail for thirty days. She
is the old woman who has been the
source of great trouble to the police
for years She .gets drunk, lays right
in the street, and heretofore has lain
in jail a few days and then been re-
leased to come back again shortly.
Monday she was locked up with her
jag and smashed all the city jail win-
dow panes. As 51be cannot pay her
fine this judgment means she will
have to spend five months in jail.
Until tomorrow was continued the
bteach of the peace charge against
J. R. Brown, while Torn Lewis was
fined $to and costs for fighting. Un-
til today was postponed the warrant
charging George Stubblefield, col-
ored, with assaulting Minnie Wilkins,
colored, at the former's home on
Sixteenth near Kadison street .
There was held over until today
the warrant charging Butler Fondeau
and George Overstreet with engag-
ing in a fight out on Trimble street
last Saturday night.
A fine of $5 was assessed against
Phillip Coleman for a breach of ordi-
nance.
The disorderly conduct charge
against Matt Miller was continued
until today.
L. A. Morgan was fined $50 in each
oi two warrants that charged him
with selling liquor last Sunday in
violation of the Sabbath closing law.
The judge afterwards set aside one
of the fines, and Morgan had to pay
the other. He keeps the saloon on
Washington near Ninth street.
4-Tear Old
Boy Was a
Confirmed
Drunkard
The Frankfort Journal says: "One
of the most touching cases that has
come before a coonty or city official
here in many years past was tried
before Judge James Polsgrove Sat-
urday as the -juvenile judge." when
Henry Greenup, a 14-year-old boy,
ikas arrested on charges preferred by
his grandmother, in which he was
said to he absolutely unruly already
a confirmed drunkard, and a constant
user of bad language.
"Already the youngster's face
shows signs of early diAipation, and
the gathering lines which seam his
countenance brand him with the
word "depraved." He seemel to care
absolutely nothing for his grand-
mother, and judging from his gyn-
eral bearing he had no respect for
Cod or man.
"The testimony, such as it was,
coming from his aged and heart-
broken granelmcithier, showel the cry-
e one in is county
to look after the interests of the chil-
dren. It was stated that the boy's
mother was dead iind that his father
had married again and had desentel
him. fie was then left with his aged
grandmother, whose age and infirmi-
ties made her unable to give the boy
the attention and training that he
needed. In consequence he ran wild
and finally developed into what he
appeared yesterday.
"Judge Polsgrove, seeing that
there was no chance for saving the
boy from his. vice so long as he was
jitft with his grandmother, sentenced
I, him to six years. in the School of
t Refofm at Lexington, where he will
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW- 
be sent today. The youngster ex-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or 
0,ressed the trpmost indifference as to
CHERRY„ IS BETTER. 
t ills fate.
HAYES
BiLVENTP! AND BROADWAY
TEL. Ø.
s._.
\ miner who lost his life 2,000
years ago has been taken from a cop-
per mine in Chili recently. Copper
or.ide had mummified his whole body.
The mummy is in
.servat'on.
fine state of pre-
,
EMBROIDERED SHIRT.
-WAIST PATTERNS
A CLEARING SALE---Actual values range up to $4.50
but we have made one price on all, $1:50.
A BARGAIN IN SHEETS
This week we will sell a hemmed sheet size 81x90,
actual value 65c, for SOc per sheet. No less by
- the dozen
COOL BLACK JAP SILKS
THT LIGHTEST, COOLEST AND STRONGEST BLACK SILKS
YOU CAN WEAR ARE THESE SPLENDID SUBSTANTIAL JAP
SILKS AT soc, 75c AND Shoo PER YARD.
OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
WHETHER YOU SLEEP POORLY OR WELL THE OSTER-
MOOR MATTRESS IS THE GREATEST COMFORT AT THE
LEAST EXPENSE THAT AMERICAN INGENUITY HAS EVER
DEVISED. IT IS NOT TOO MUCH TO SAY THAT YOU DO
NOT KNOW WHAT PREFECT RELAXAION IS—THE JOY OF
JUST "LETTING GO" WITHOUT TRYING TO AVOID THE BUMPS
OF THE OLD FASHIONED HAIR MATTRESS — UNTIL YOU
REST ON AN OSTERMOOR. PRICES Sis.00 ANT) $16.5o.
MILLINERY
For Ladies' Trimmed Hats see Mrs. Cora Williams
Clark, second floor.
1.8. Ogilvie Co.
Subscribe
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
for the DELINEATOR, Three months for twenty-five cents.
Woman in
War on Cruet
In a recent address at imgansport,
Ind., Lucy Page Gaston, the Chicago
anti-cigarette leader, divulged corre-
spondence planning an expose of
fourteen years of corruption in the
Indiana legislature fostered by agents
of the tobacco trust. She produced
copies of a letter said to have been
written to 0. A. ("Cigarette") Baker,
for many years a lobbyist at Indian-
apolis, declaring that Arthur D.
Hughes, a former Michigan state
senator, had offered fifty documents
disclosing bribery in official circles.
Letters Expose Methods.
Orie of the letters is signed by never taken. Baker fled during the
Fremont Coles of New York, retain- last legislature, following denuncia-
ing Baker indefinitely to look after tion by Ananias Baker, representa-
the Indiana legislature. Coles praises tive from Cass and Fulton counties,
Baker in preference to a man named who exhibited $roo alleged to have
Gibbs, %Oki was. paid in advance—a been given as the price of his vote
had practice, declared the writer. 'against the anticigarette bill which
In another letter Baker is scored became a law. Mss Gaston will con-
for permitting an antitrust measure fer with Ananias Baker here in an
to be favoiably reported in the sen- effort to apprehend 0. A. Baker.
ate. "Two years ago," he writes,
"with fourteen measures introduced
you got along with the same amount
of money I have advanced you. Get
this bill back to committee and keep
it there.'
Success in th's respect is evidenced
in a letter three days later which the
recipient was told that he was all
right. ir
Hughes wrote from Eaton
Mich. Ile found the documents in a
desk in Baker's factory at Marion
which he purchased. Some time ago
he offered them to Governor Hanly
in return for Baker's immimity. The
• )1
offer was refused.
Baker Still a Fugitive.
Miss Gaston will bring the matter
to Hanly's attention agan. Three
thousand dollars reward was offered
by the state for Baker, bit he was
Mattil9 Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 B. THUD STREET; PADUCAH, KY
EDGAR "Vr.
REAL EFTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EST/' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM. 'SAM
EIOINTHLY PAY1VIEN1' LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE 3ST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOP .1..
.V.96 ct W. WfletTTILtns.P0.*-- 0Aas.dhstre.h. "kw
4
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BALDWIN  PIANO 
Scientifically—Constructed and
: ht at Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
:Is t. "Leader" for the dealer.
D. 11. BALDWIN & CO.
- W. T: MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, HY!
' Condensed Statement of the
Mechanics' and Farmers'
Savings Bank
Paducah, Kentncky,
At the close of business, June 30, 1906.
RESOURCES:
Loris and discounts.    $199,522.64
Stocks and bonds, 2,floo.00
Furniture and fixtures, 2.800.00
Cash and exchange, 
 
 51,063.71
Captital stock.
Undivided profis, 
Deposits,
$355,386.35
LIABIL !TIES:
 $ 50,C00.1.02
3.724.26
501,662.09
— 
-
$255.386.35
-OW
A dividend of 2Y2 per cent. was declared out of the net
earnings of the past six inrsnths and credit:d to the stockhold-
ers entitled to same, paYable on demand.
J. T. I AURIE,Cashier.
GET THOM
YOUR CORRESPONDUNE
BY USING THE
"UND[It 000
TYP[WRIT[It
Is Saves. 25 per cent. of the Operator's f.
Time which-is y-our
Underwood lypewriter Co.,
24 BROADWAY NEW YORK
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY,
Paducah Transfer Company.
(Inca: purate4.
'General Cartage Business
Superior Facilitiesitor Office
Handling Freight, Machinery indana Monroe
and Household :'Cio3tis. ;Both: enun,es
PD. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
SI
4
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' 
stand," bilr. Miler aria and the
"I do not think the ekcitsion will
Ruekiek's *assort In the
.mieantiese I am .pretty sure there will
he no more gambling at the French
• Lick an dWest Baden reeorte."
INIR. WASHINGTON HAS HAD judge Buskirk lost no time when
' THE ADVERTISEMENT 
Ilse convened court at 8:40 o'clock.
e esHe had typwritten spiee of his de-
decision ready, and be did not wait to
to -explain that the .mend reacherrs
rimptained Saturelhe had
to his mind aright When they had said
he would sttetain the demurrer. After
'reciting the allegations af the infor-
tration and setting out the demurrer
he overruled two point made for the
defense.
Main Point of Decision.
Then he came to the net) of his de-
cision in Taggares favor ailid read as
follews:
Now, to the question as to under
which istatute the action should have
been instituted. That under which it
was brought and is being vigorously
prosecutedl a general statute, while
vo-Tiiinary association statute oT
9101, ender whioh it is alleged in the
in.faernatilt nvhat the defendant com-
pany war orgamzed, is a special stat-
ate enacted for the express purpose ger was taking on passengers whin
oi providing for the organization up rushed a man in his shirt sleeves
and control of companies like the de-
fendant company' under which it came
into existence as alleged in plaintiff's
inionmat kin, and, bong the the laser
of the two, will prevail, eepecially so
if there is a conflict between them,
and ib seems to be there is, because
the latter provides for a far different
mode of arriving at the results
sought by plaintiff in ties action from
those provided by the former statutes.
,DESIGNS FOR I' grouts& given. I ant entjrely confi-
deut the supreme -eottet. will reverseNEW BRIDGE 
Judge 
INSERTED.
The Builders Will Submit Plans
Him so There Can be Selected
the One He Thinks Best.
. • City Engineer Washington sent ad-
teertisements to journals published in
the large cities in interest of bridge
:beildses The advertisement a:intent-
ces to the builders that the city of-
ficials of Paducah are preparing to
construct a new bridge across Island
creek at Fourth street, and that the
'builder,' can drate_plans and 
lie tor a structure containing a 26-foot
PI driveway in center and 5-Soot walk-
ways on either side for pedestrians.
Mr. Washington yesterday said that
ais soon as the bridge builders fin-
. iehed their designs they would send
- p- them to him, and he will then select
the one he thinks is the best and
-recommend its adoption by the board
-of public works and public improve-
anent committee. He believes he will
commence reviving the plans by the
last of next week, and when all are
In he will carefully go over them to
snake a choice. It is hardly probable
that work upon the new bridge will
lhe commenced until the middle or
last of next month.
jI
Injunction Refused
(Continued Frora First Page.)
I
also disposed of in the same %sty by
sustaining the. demurrer to the in-
formatitin tiled, by the defendant.
The court did not go too far in be-
lhelf of his friend Taggart as to de-
* cbrare there was any deubt there
had been gambling at French Lick
or that the chtermatt of the Demi,-
crate national committee had not per-
mitted, aided, abetted and profiitrd
.by the violation of the laws as it was
charged 'by Attorney General Mil-
ler that he did.
Based on Technicality.
N'irtually stioge Buskirk. took ju-
tic at knowledge of the facts charged
in Ntr. Nfiller's complaint by stating
i in his carefully prepared opinion it
If was a matter of general infosnation
in the press and otherwise that the
practices complained of had been
*toped by the state and 'he laid down
the rule that an injunction would not
be wars" thlr heti complained of
were still in progrese or el.ce threat-
, *tied for the future, taking if for grant-
ed, apparently. that Taggart will be
aroodl hereafter and that he will per-
mit no more gambling at Frensh
Lick.
But wbat the court gave as his real
reason for sustaining the demurrer
was. shorn of legal verbage, that the
State had not treated Ilaggart with
proper politeness and conside•ration
beginning the action He hele
that Mr. Miller should .have first re-
gained the state auditors to make an
examination to see if there were any
ganibling game: and devices 1'.i
French Lick. If such games had been
found. Tsgsrart should have been met-
ed to *op them. and, cf they had not
been stopped upon request, then the
information properly could have been
filed.
Stands for Courtesy.
••
Because Mr. Miller neglected those
?bile matters of courtesy and
further neglected to state in his com-
plaint that he had observed the cone
ventienalitiee, the court decreed that
the information did not Mate facts
oufficient to conattute a ranee of ac-
The decision took the Attorney
general by suripee. He was exype-cting
defeat hut did not expect the opinion
would be upon the ground given by
the court.
The point was raised by Taggart's
attorneys rn their argument last week,
but they slid not urge it strongly,
nor dd airy quote or cite a single
authority in support of their cnntan-
tion. hey simply read the corporation
act of the state lender which the Tag-
4N Will COITIOAny was or nised and Mr.
Midler replied briefly by declasing
the law quoted was not applicable.
a
Excursion Rates on
The River
sound trip to EVANSVILLE AND
:RETURN, continous passage $4.00•
(Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals
berth included.
•
and
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over St.so each, without
steals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo•
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
MAYFIELD MAN
WITH HIS BOOZE
FLAGMAN HAD NERVE TO ASK
THE MAN WHERE HE
WAS BOUND.
Officer Hurley Thinks Railroader
Should be Laid Off for His
Ignorance of Things.
Grave Doubt Expressed.
If, a: contended by the learned at-
torney general, the action is brought
under the proptr statute, there is
grave doubt in my mind as to whether
the acts complained of in the informa-
tion herein, however grave, serious
and rtprehensoble they may be, would
entitle the state to the relief demand-
ed under Rubdivision 4 of said statute.
Injunction is asked for in this case,
but only SS an incident to the man
action, which if for a forfeiture of cor-
porate frandhises. To entitle one to
injunction it must be alleged that, the
comeniseion of continuance of the act
complained of during the liberation
would produce great injury to the
plaintiff or when during the litigaeion
it appears teat the defendant is doing
or threatens, or is about to do or is
procuring or suffering some act to he
done in violation of the plaintiff's
rights respecting the subject of the
action and tending to render the judg-
ment ineffectual, ect.
State Has No Special Rights.
An injunction be may be granted
to restrain such act or proceedings.
until the further order of the court,
but to entitle the party, state or in-
dividual, the the state has no greater
rights as a l.tigant than the humbket
individual within its borders.
The complaint or affidavits asking
for touch injunction nutst allege that
the acts. complained of will produce
great injury to the plantiff or that
they are violations of the 'plaintiff's
righhts. There are no such awe-
/merles it, the information tiled in shis
esetee and they are as necessary by
the state as a litigant as by the huh-
blest individual.
To the lay mind the recital of the
grave, serious and reprehensible
charges alleged in the information
and %iiiriv it 'alleged flies brought
the state into reproach and disgrace
may portend great injury to she state
andl violation of its rights, but that
will not excuse the absence of three
averments in the information witheret
which the state is not entitled to the
extraordinary remedy asked for.
Intbeir absence we can twit read
therm into the information, nor can
we .etippl y them by infer.ene e.
When Injunctions Lie.
Again, injunctions will only lie to
prevent threatened or anticipated acts
and twit when the acts has been con-
sonant:14Ni The conditions that would
warrant injunction must exist at this
times when through the medium of
the public press, from the publisiesd
interviews with counsel for both
pliktindff land delcindarrt a,nd, if I
rney be pardoned from the trial of this
came: by couneel, in the columns of
the daily press we all know the whole
country .kinows that the casinos or
club houses described in th.e infor-
mation were raided by the officers el
the law prior 40 the filing of this in-
formation, them gambling apparatus
t it is now Imp t e ens-
oxIly of the .offiocrs awaiting orders
for its destruction and that the cas-
inos or club houses are not now open
Again, while this court. can net
take judicial notice of its records in
other caseek we and the whole country
know from. the same source as be-
fore stated that at this term of this
court. suit by this defendant against
the leovee of the casino foi. cancella-
toon or lease and posesemvion of prem.-
war tried and resulted in such
cancellation and recovery of posers-
Eyeglasses slightly tinged -with an
orange yellow are said by a French
expert, Dr. Metals, to be peculiarly
agreeable and soothing to feeble or
over-sensitive eyes. Patients who
cannot 'use blue or sinnked glasses
see well with these.
This morning the Joe Fowler
Quite a good joke is told on one
of the welt known passenger train
flagmen reining through this city
over the Illinois Central. He acknow-
ledges his mistake and quite a laugh
was enjoyed.
Whenever anyone boards a passen-
ger train here the  flagman always
aik-s - crh-e-re they are going, in order
to prevent anyone boarding the
wrong train. Several days ago, out
at the depot the southbound passen-
with a gallon of liquor taller his
arm and a quart in each rear' panta-
loon pocket. The flagman asked the
perspiring passenger whete he was
going, and She latter responded,
"Mayfield."
Officer Aaron Hurley was stan4-
ing close by, and tapping the flag-
man, who is a friend of his, en the
shoulder, informed Mr .Flaggie that
he, the policeman, intended to rec-
ommend to Superintendent Egan
that the flagman be laid off for ten
days without pay, because of his fla-
grant :gnorance of railroading. The
Patrolman looked serious while talk-
ing, and not catching on, the flag-
man in a disconcerted manner want-
ed to know what he had done.
"Why, the idea," replied Officer
Hurley. "of any flagman asking to
shat place a passenger that is load-
ed down with whisky is going.
Whenever you see one coming with
his jug, just pass him on in the
coach, as they are all from Mayfield."
At this the flagman tumbled and
acknowledged that he ought to have
e month's lay-off, instead of ten days,
because if he had stopped to think
he would have known for what point
the jug and bottle passenger was
bound.
SHIP NEGROES
OUT OF TOWN.
New Orleans, July 16.—The work
of a remarkable city house cleaning
party, which last night placed 150
negro men and women on board a
passenger train at Lake Charles, La.,
and shipped them out of the town
and parish, is told in dispatches in
the Picayune. They were placed on
the same train with the body of a
negro who last week shot and killed
the city marshal of Jennings, La.,
and who subsequently died in jail at
Lake Charles, from wounds received
while attempting to avoid arrest.
Shortly before midnight the negro
tenderloin, known as the "Hole in
the Wall," was invaded by several
hundred white men, including some
members of the state militia on their
way to the annual state encampment.
The dispatch says:
"Home after house was visited and
the imitates not being even given
time to dress, were taken out and
turned over to a guard. The motly
group was marched under guard of
pistols to a water tank about a mile
from town and a passenger train
wal stopped and the negroes putt
aboard and their fares peed as far as
the parish line, members, of the guard
riding that fur with 'them,
"Some of the negro women were
shipped away in their night dresses...
The dispatch says that care was
e. ken in the raid not to deal unfairly
with the negroes and that when no
weapon was found on one of them,
if he could prove his identity 'as a
iesident of Lake Charles, he was
nt iólated
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Opening Shoshoni Indian Reserve-
don—Tickets on sale to Worland or
Shoshoni, Wyo.. from now until July
29th, 190e, limit August 15th, 1906.
Round trip rate $31.10.
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills .Chau-
tauqua_ Dates of  521,' August 1st 
vz.124 11.....oadway
First-Class
Watch WorkBY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
:Prices Reasonable.
1101ekk,
PADIJCAH, BY. a
GOOD MORNING
Did you swallow your share a dust last night? I have a full lino ad
to 21st, two, limit August 22nd, 1906.
Round trip rate $5.70, limit three dayc
from date of sale. Round trip rate
$4-75.
Washington, D. C.—Negro Young
Peoples' Christian and Educational
Congress. Dates of sale July 27th,
30th and 31st, 1906, limit August 8th,
1936, by depositing ticket and paying
fee of ea cents, limit can be extended
to September 8th, 1906. Round trip
rate $21.50.
Lexington, Ky.—Nlational Grand
Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
Dates of sale July 29th, 30th and
August Ise 1906, limit August 5th,
1906. Round trip rate $9.35.
Louisville, Ky.—Special excursion
train leaves 8:5o a. m., Sunday, July
29th, isio6, tickets good returning on
excursion train only, leaving Louis-
ville 4:oo p. m., July 31st, 1906.
Round trip rate $2.00. Tickets on
sale at city office, 510 Broadway, Sat-
urday, July 28th, also Sunday morn-
ing, Jelly 29th
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.—
National Encampment Grand Army
cf the Republic. Dates of sale Aug-
est tith, izth and teth, 1906, return
limit August 31st, 1906; by deposit-
ing ticket and paying fee of so cents
tickets can be extended to September
30th, 19,36. Round trip rate $t4.80.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
$23.70. Ieates of sale August 2nd,
1906, return limit. August 13th, 1906.
Train No. to August 9th. 1906, re-
turn limit August 23rd, 1906 August
16th 1906 return, limit August 31st,
1906.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. and return.—
.1.17.05. Dates of sale—trains No. 122
and No. 102 July 27th and No. 104
!July atlzh, 1906, return limit August
ekh, 1906. Train No. 122 and No. 102
August 8th and No. 104 August 9th,
too6, return limit August 2oth.
Trains No. 122 and 102 August 24th
and No. log August 25th, 1036, return
limit September 6th, 1906. • •
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
iDates of sale July 25. 26, and 27th
1'906 limit August 8th, 1906. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 30th, 1906. Round trip
rate $r5.25.
J. T. Donovan, Agent. City
Office sto Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
Depot
-
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BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer to the worse.
high-grad,
DO NOT BUT A BIOTOLE from any,.
•
at ear ince
or on any 4.•41 qf terser, until you have received our complete Fres Cata-
logue. illustrating and &a, tiling every kind of high-grade and low-grad.
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOSS
PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's prodts.
WE IN /P ON APPROVAL refehold a cent **on!, Pay the Freight me
allow to Days TIN•11 Trial and make other liberal term; which no Otilt
house i• the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu
able information by simply writing us • postal.
We need a linglop Aimee in every town and can offer an opportunit)
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
$8 0 !UNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N
.8E50 per pair. 
.8 0 A. PER P °A,:
To Introdnoe
We Will Sell NAILS, TACKS
You a Sample oR GLA(11WoN'T LET
Pale for Only OUT THE AM
_ICATUI_EuTli_altueu sa-isnl_ 
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of t5 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Theusand pairs wow in actual use. Over
lleterity-flvs Thoesaad pairs sold last year.
Notice the thick robber tread
.A" and puncture strips "It'
and .13," also rim strip "If'
to provost elm cutting. Thus
the will outlast any other
make—SOFT, ELASTIC as&
EASY RIDING.
RIPTJONs Made in all sises. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
wfitE??pecial quality of rubber, w/Ach never becomes porous and which closes tip small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped uponce or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more teas
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on aspltalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the rood thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of theft
time is SAID per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a .pedal factory price to the rider
eif only U.% par pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
You do not pay a cant until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will allow a cosh discount of 3 per cent (thereby making the price 54,55 per pair) if you send
YULE. CASH WITH ORDER and encloqe this adveffisement. We will also send one sicket
plated brass hand pump and ;:vo Sampson Seel puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to be used in CM of intentional knife 5555 or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satifactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sew to us is as safe as In a bank. ask your Postmaster,
Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the itor of this paper about us. If you order a pair of
these tires, you will find that they will ride, :asier, run faster, wear better, last longer and look
finer than any tire you have /MK used or seen stv,ny price. We know that you will be Imo well pieascd
that when you want • bicycle you will give us yiour order. We want you to send us • small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire otter. t
bunt-up- saddle., pedals, _parts and repairs, aut00AS71MBRAKES, everythin the bicycle line are sobs by us at half thous
prima charged by dealers andburetp Vritme en. awpoetari toliryhig SUNDRY catalogue.
00 NOT WAIT' 
IX) NOT THINK OF BUYING"'
bicycle or a pair of ti from anyone uatit you know the new sir
vroodertut offers we are making. It only costs S I to learn everything. Write it NOW.
Or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass Collie4 in (from Evansvillle and skips 'READ oysLE oompunr
Agent. Phone 33. out immediately on her return. _ •- — _
a•
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Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and varioud prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
d D.Hannan
Beth Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., sas Kentucky AVIOSS.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all .and hear his muac at 606 S. 4th-
st., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from $to to $too put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, to in. 6oc. 11 in.
$000.
We have high class operatic records from Soo°, ilex), $3.00,
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mraceila Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
need:fez and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have sio new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. tn. to to p. in.. No pieces played twioe and we play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friendDON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't you
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paducah. Ky.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA.
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVZ TO
OFFER YOU.
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
St 10 cents per roll, we will sell for
1,ic per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
INSIMMTNI:=NOIN:
C. C. Lee. 315 Sway.
J b.-  COULSON,
...P LUMBING...
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 549 Broat1w4).
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Wednesday Morning July 18, 1906.
The People Must Know.
It is the truth that hurts. As an
evidence of the truth of the article in
'these columns yesterday in regard to
the city's light plant and the manipu-
lations that are being indulged in.
we have but to refer to the howl of
Alderman Palmer at the committee
meeting last night at the city hall.
1 hat wise, learned and distinguished
statesman, so we learn, smarted so
at the statements made by this paper,
that he got doWn to his true level
and indulged in personalities toward
the editor of this paper. This fellow
Palmer writ a piece for the papers
May 18, two, and in describing a
demagogue Palmer said "He is one
who in an argument substitutes per-
sonalities for the question at issue,
villification for logic and innuendo
for fact." Therefore we leave him
to answer his own indictment.
* But to get down to the gist of tly!
matter, will Alderman Palmer as a
public man and a supposed servant of
the people explain to the people why
he asked to be put on the light com-
mittee after Presi t Starks had putzi
other men on 
tht 
committee, and
then to please Palmer he made the
change? As Alderman Palmer is a
pronounced antic-municipal ownership
man why did he seek a place on a
committee to look after the city's
slant? Why as a supposed represent-
ative of the people he was sthe ring-
leader in the conspiracy to close
down the city's plant and turn the
street lighting over to a corporation
holding a lighting monopoly in the
city? Why after public sentiment
had caused the general council to
vote to enlarge the plant, did Alder-
man Palmer, as chairman of his com
mittee, for weeks and weeks delay
takisig up the matter? Why after in
the meeting of the committee and
board of public works, the two bod-
ies decided upon what should be done
in the way of enlarging the plant,
and Alderman Palmer in the presence
of all dictated a recommendation to
the general council and after its
adoption, repudiated his own recom-
mendation 1i Why after adVOcating
and voting for Engineer John W:
Holmes to be employed to investi-
gate the plant and. prepare plans that
Ailderman Palmer was the man to
object to the first plan submitted by
Mr. Holmes? Why, when Mr.
Holmes subniitted plans identical
v.ith those suggested by Alderman
Palmer, that Palmer repudiated those
plans too, without even the courtesy
of receiving and filing them, but sug-
gested that Mr. Holmes get several
electrical companies to send repre-
sentatives here to submit-plans? And
why after those men came here at
an expense of about $5oo, Palmer
as iodifferent @beat thei, plans ani
everything else except the proposition
of a concern whose offer was out-
side of anything ever before the gen-
eral council, the committee or
board of public works? And
but not least, why did Alderman
mer have letters from that one
the
last
Pal-
con-
cern only and 'none from any other
electrical house? Why as a man sup-
posed to be representing the people
did he not correspond with other
houses also, and why confine his let-
ter writing to one concern? Why
does he favor a lamp still in the ex-
exper;mental stage, when Paducah is
how undergoing an experieare with
an 'experimental street paving mate-
rial? Why is it that Alderman Pal-
mer favored employing Engineer
ilollmes, a man thoroughly posted
on machinery and considered one of
the finest engineers in the 'country,
and then ignore Mr. Holmes' recom-
mendations? Why was Alderman
Palmer opposed to having Engineer
Holmes to sift the bids of the repre-
sentatives sent here at the instiga-
tion of Palmer? Why Alderman Pal-
mer, who knows nothing about elec-
trical Machinery, thinks his judgment
better than thatof Engineer Holmes,
who was  employed  by the city to
advise and plan for the people? Why
did Alderman Palmer ignore the pe-
t;tion of hundreds for the city to
vote on an electric light plant and
oppose municipal ownership, while
at his mill he has his own lighting
plant? All of these facts are backed
by the
of the
Palmer
swer
there may be some other questions
teach a jackass anything.to_ answer later on.  _The_questions 
above are being asked almost daily
on the CONTRACT AWARDED
The 
people, not the general council co TO GENERAL ELECTRIC CO,n-
stitute the city:, and they have the
right to ask for an explanation of (Continued
every inconsistency on the part of
their representative. We are sure
that The Register desires to do no
injustice to any member of the gen-
eral council, although some of them
are so narrow minded as to think so,
yet if they will but reflect a moment,
they will realize that a man is judg-
ed by his acts, and if he is being
criticised lie is the one responsible.
People will talk whether the news-
papers have anything to say or not,
and it is the wise man who in public
life makes it his business to find out
what the people say and want, and
then carries out their wishes. .But
when he think- he is superior ;n
thought, intellect and ability to other
mea it is only a matter of time be-
fore he realizes his mistake.
Lord Klein, one Of the mosti-
ntuit of the world's scientists said
the other day, on the anniversary
of his birth, that although he had
devoted flit)/ years of his life to
painstaking study and experimental
investigation he could not, help
feeling that he knew little more
than When he first began to study,
there was vastly so much that-he had
not learned. (Dine day when Lord
Kelvin was examining the works in
an electrical establishment he asked
a workman, "What is electricity?"
The man frankly replied, "I do not
know," and Lord Kelvin as frankly
responded, "Well, I don't kn'Ow
by hundreds of
streets
records and these are a few
questions which Alderman:'either."
as a public man might an-I 
Wefor the public at th;s time, and
citizens
and should be answered.
rools Know It All.
Ln this world are a lot of little
narrow-minded sapheads who imugine
they are the smartest men in the
country, and it is quite amqsing to
watch their antis, and see the self-
conscious look on their faces. The
Register takes pleasure in referring
the paragraph reproduced below from
the Nashville Banner to a - certain
alderman of Paducah for his prayer-
ful and thoughtful consideration, to-
wit:
''Men who have stored their
minds with the most knowledge and
have delved deepest into the myster-
ies of mind and matter arc the menowe.
whc are most impressed with the
little knowledge they have and the
infinitude of things yet to be learned
knew a "jack-leg editor"
once ,but he was too smart to try to
From First }'age.)
trie company, Mayor Yeiser explained
that the representat Yes of the W-
I ferent electrical concerns were pres-
ent and desired' to make statetnents
in order to enlighten the officials
before the contract was awarded.
•
Mr. Palmer fought against this, say-
ing the committee had looked into the
matter, and that the only question up
was whether the committee report
was to he ratified or rejected. Alder-
men Han kand Farley, Councilmen
Mk Broom, Hill, Van Meter and others
wanted -the propositons fully ex
pLained to them, and made nequest to
Palmer made
the electrical
the others of
let Itm force
contract, the
were in total
this effect. but Alderman
a hard speech against
men being beard, and
the hoard sat there and
them to vote upon a
details, of which they
ignorance of.
In reading his report, he quoted
letters received from other cities us-
ing the "Magnetite" lamp, but pre-
sented nothing regarding any other
kind of mechanism or apparatus.
Mayor Yeiser mace a strong speech
against awarding the contract to the
General Electric people. on the
ground that this concern alone man-
ufactured the "Magnetite" arc lamp.
therefore in the futtwe this city would
be compelled to buy all the materisl
from this, concern, which thereby
had she narnOc ipa 1 government's
hands tied in this respect. The may-
or showed where the carbon used in
this special make of arc lamp cost
$so per 0000, while other/
Cost half that. much.
Superintendent Kebbler explained
that other carbon cost only $3o per
1,000. and burned 125 hours. while the
"Magnetite' cost $so per orroo,and had
to be trimmed every iso h•0111-
G111901 t in g En gi neer John W.
'lliolmes informed the board that it
was due him to explain that the rea-
son he could not recommend the
The Greatest Moral Issue
Facing Our Country Today
(In Ram's Horn.)
I am asked, "What is the greatest
moral issue facing our country to-
day?" and I answer unhesitatingly,
the supremacy of law. Some alleged
statesmen tell us that moral ques-
tions have no place in legislative
halls or in the forms of govern-
mental discussion anywhere; that
they should be relegated to the
churches, the literary societies and
the home for consideration. Super-
ficial thinkers these, if indeed they
are thinkers at all. What is govern-
ment? Whence cometh it? Govern-
ment is the supremacy of an i:;telli-
gent will. Primarily, government is
of God. AR good government is
the supremacy of the will of God.
Good government, therefore, is in-
herently and essentially moral. To
talk of separating the moral element
from government is like talking of
separating oxygen from air, sight
from the eye, soul from the body.
Take an essential thing from any-
thing and what is left?
All law operates in the moral
realm. The decalogue is a moral
code and it embodies every essential
in government. Were all Magna
Cliartas and constatutions and start -
toes swept out of existence the essen-
tials of them all would be left us in
the Ten Commandments. All human
law, organic and statutory, is rooted
in these ten principles, written by the
finger of the Almighty and communi-
cated to the world through the great-
est jurist in human history, Moses,
of Sinai. This much to prove that
the supremacy of law is a moral is-
sue.
This is a universe of law. Every-
thing in the universe, animate and in-
animate, with one exception, is loyal
to law. Man is the only exception;
man is the only anarchist. The plan-
ets revolve in their orbits in obedi-
ence to law. The seasops come and
go in harmony with its mandate. The
ocean waves ebb and flow at its bid-
ding. The citric in At-thousand hills
and the finny inhabitants of
' watery deep live and move and
• their being in harmony with
1 The migratory birds obey its sum-
mons. Every blooming flower, every
rippl'ng rivukt ,every dancing sun-
beam responds to this all-controlling
autocrat, law. Man only disobeys.
Ile is the only anarchist.
Tell man that the specific poisons
have their organic affinities; taut the
lorganic affinity of alcohol for in-
!stance, is the brain; that it hartlens
i the brain tissues and cells as boiling
water hardens an egg, and he swal-
lows the poison just the same. Tell
him that the organic affinity of nico-
tine is the heart; that no habitual or
extens*ve user of tobacco has a nor-
mal heart, and he puffs his
rolls a quid under his tongue as a
sweet morsel, or smokes the deadly
I 
cigarette, in defiance of that fact, till
the doctors call it heart failure, and
the undertaker does the rest. Tell
him that there is an intemperance of
estimis azr-well dh of -ds;nleing, and he
gormandiezs until dyspepsia does its
deadly work and his friends provide
a shroud.
So it is everywhere with
the realm of natural law; atd
with him in the realm of human en-
actment. This is a republic of law.
"Law," said Holland, "is the very
bulwark of our liberties." "Let rev-
erence for law," said Lincoln, "be
taught to our children in the public
schools. preached from our pulpits,
proclaimed by the press and en-
shrined in the hearts of all the peo-
ple." The greatest need in this coun-
try'is the need of a revival of respect
for law, because the most alarming
sign of the times is the wide-spread
and seemingly increasing disposition,
from the great trust magnate and
railroad manager to the petty thief
and boot-legger, to evade and nullify
law.
Hence, I conclude as I began, by
declaring that the greatest moral/ is-
sue facing our country today is the
supremacy of law.
the
have
law.
cigar, or
man in
so it is
..mossisissusimmiummimmorommolusimissi
RACKET STORE 
f
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3 TO MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP OF ALL SHIRT WAISTSFROM
THE CHEAPEST TO THE BEST, WE OFFER THEM AT THE
FOLLOWING REDUCTIONS. SOME ARE 1/4 OFF; SOME x-3 OFF
AND SOME Va OFF.
Ladies' White Waists.
A GREAT MANY OF THESE WAISTS COME BOTH
AND ELBOW SLEEVE.
50 c WAISTS CUT TO 38c.
99c WAISTS CUT TO 74c.
S000 WAISTS CUT TO 75c.
$1.13 WAISTS CUT TO soc.
$1.25 DOTTED SWISS WAISTS 94c.
$1.5o DOTTED SWISS WAISTS 99c.
$1.98 WAISTS CUT TO $1.39.
$2.48 WAISTS CUT TO Sx.8g.
$2.98 WAISTS CUT TO $1.A.
13.41-WAT-sn-ciff
$4.98 WAISTS CUT TO $240.
$4.50 SILK WAISTS CUT TD S2.98.
Black Waists.
5oc WAISTS CUT TO 38c.
99c WAISTS CUT TO 74c.
$1.48 WAISTS CUT TO $1.00.
$1.98 WAISTS CUT TO $1•33•
1 •
Swiss Embroideries.
BROKEN SETS OF SWISS EMBROIDERY-MOSTLY
-MOST OF THEM ARE FINE AND NARROW.
25C EMBROIDERIES CUT TO 121/3c AND 15c.
18c EMBROIDERIES CUT TO ioc.
111/2C EMBROIDERIES CUT TO sc AND 71/ac.
zoc EMBROIDERIES CUT TO sc.
sc EMBROIDERIES CUT TO 21/2c.
Laces Cut To 2 1-2c.
LONG
EDGES
A LOT OF MACHINE MADE COTTON TORCHON LACES,
BOTH EDGES AND INSERTIONS, WORTH UP TO 754c-TAKE
YOUR CHOICE FOR 2%C A YARD,
3 1-2c Figured Lawns 3 1-2c.
25 PIECES OF COLORED LAWNS, ALL SORTS OF DOTS
AND FIGURES. WE OFFER THIS LOT AT 31/2c A YARD.
Future Mention.
MONDAY, JULY 23RD WE BEGIN OUR CLEAN-UP SALE OF
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
THERE WILL BE A BIG LOT Of ALL SORTS OF GAR-
MENTS ON SALE AT L.ESS THAN REGULAR WHOLESALE
PRICES.
DON'T FAIL TO SAVE UP FOR THIS, YOU MAY BE SORRY
IF YOU DON'T.
F+++++++++++1-t.1-:-:-P1-?44-4-+-1-4-H+1.11.-1-H-1-1-1.4-4444444+
PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
"Magnetite" tamp was because he had
not had time to examine it.
Finally, after refusing to let the
electric iglu people or Mr. Holines,
or any others speak and thr tw light
on vise proposition. Mir. Palmer got
the board to adopt the docuuent by
all uhe votes except those of Miler-
irsan Farley and Councilman Van
ikbeter.
It was then ordered that the checks
pin up by the other firms who bid
returned the owners while the con-
tract with the General Elect: e people
was ordered drawn up and s*:ined by
the mayor.
During his speech Palmer tried to
"carry the house' by ref, 7ro1ig in
sneering tonou to the editor at corn-
meats mode about him irr the Regis-
ter, without calling names. but his
weak attempts fell flat with t . e other
members, who did not even -mile as
he Rat eliwn with a flourish ‘ohen he
finished. thereby showing h
senseleso words came to naisgio, when
he tried to get himself out of the
melight
LICENSE REVOKED.
That of Saloonist Mcrgan Taken
Away by Mayor Yeiser.
Yesterday morning in the police
court L. A. Morgan, of Washington
near Ninth street, was fined for
keeping his saloon open for busisness
last Sunday. Immediately after
judge Pnryear assessed -The penally,
Mayor Yeiser issued an order taking
away Morgan's license, according to
the law which provides that the
grant of any grogshop proprietor
shall be revoked whenever he is con-
victed of violating the law.
The mayor has as yet done nothing
toward suing Morgan's sureties for
the $1,000 bond Morgan gave, guar-
anteeing that he would not violate
the law.
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-
rnsville yesterday and comes back
again tomorrow.
RACKET STORE
We have just received a small lot of
Long Silt
Gloves
PURCELL & THOMPSON,
Piave
Moved
top
11
Broadway
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD- •
:202-R
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
atliti======1:1====1.11
Henry's
Headache
Powders
cal), appreciated
people who suf-
,laches-severe or
.a• or chronic.
,ail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in • very few
Minutes.
J. IL Oehlstblaeoer
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63_
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et compr.ny-the cheapest and _bee
excursion cr:t of Padne-h.
$um For the Round Trip toU U Tennessee riyar & Muni
It i. a ir,i, of v i-a- comfor
and real, riled tervice, good tabl
good room', rte. Boats leave eacla.
Wedned..) aq.1 Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to las
Kriget. supitilitero!.ent; Frank L
Brow n. au( to
Why w,:i .)ou suttee'
Wh - -•
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
"Was cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or phone 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
I
:Seventh
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint.
eat articles with the utmost emits,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONE 732-a.
INSURE WITH-
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 3060Broschiray
DRUG STOP.!.
and Jackson St. 'Phone am
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
t to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap-
est arid most economical.
I Special attention to electric light-
lag plants.
I HARRY E. WALLACE,
Phones:Office 385-Residence 1696 s Paducah, Xy.
•r
1
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PADUCAH  L71)$7
INDIANS START THEIR TOUR
WITH INDIFFERENT
PLAYING.
Jacksonville Defeats Vincennes—and
Danville Shots Out
Mattoon.
How They Stand.
W. L. Per.
Vincennes  46 28 .6.az
Jacksonville 30 36 .520
Cairo 37 35 -51 1
Paducah  36 36 .5oo
1)fanville  ••Ik 33 42 -440
Mattoon  29 44 -.N7
_ -Todarfle _____
- Paducah at Cairo.
Jacknonv lie at Vincennes.
Mattoon at Danville.
Paducah Badly Defeated.
Cairo, III., July 17.—Lloyd and
,Has were benched in the first inn*,
Padtwah playing indifferentlet'•••.---,
RH F.
tasincah ssnesso4ie 5Lt1;71,:i,  12 to n
Batteries—Tadkick apd spoliming;
C, Hatch and Searles. .
JacksoronlasljtAbilettnnes, 2. 4-•
Vincenide, Ind., joist i7.—LoAls
kiwi to the visitors in today's game:
RilE
VilliCerfaeS  2
PaclovoisivIle • 5 6
Batteries---Perdue and M'attesCn;
Fox and Belt.
Danville. s;
Danville. HI.. J
got only one man
to second till eigh
great ball:
Deno lk-
Nfsittoon
Mattoon, o.
uly 17.-1 Isphens
on third and none
ti. holly pitt-ited
Batteries—Hollycroo•
J'olarret and Johnson.
RHE
  5 k o
0 I 2
and Johneetn;
BETTER TliisSN,JORDAN.
SURGERY OF ;CHU DIED WiLL CONTINUE 1TEST MACHINES
THE STOMACH S • ON THE TRAIN AT SERVICE ON STREETS
LECTURE DELIVERED ON SOME LITTLE ONE EXPIRED
THIS SUBJECT TO ON TRAIN GOING TO
-DOCTORS LACIIintR. NOT RESIGN.
Library Trustees D4 Not Hold Their
Expected Meeting Last Night
to Install Officers.
"Surgery of the Stoaoach" was the
subject of a lecture delivered last
evening to the many physicians Irani-
pating in the gathering of the .kcads
envy of Medicine, held in their room
in the Carnegie library bulding.
 
-Next- 'Tuesday seeenino
and Physiology of the Intestines"
will be the subject for discussion,
with lectures by Dr. Herndon and
Conine Physician Edward Young.
Lirary Trustees.
The trustees of Carnegie library
tended lholdiog a meeting last eve-
ning at the buiding, to take up a num-
ber of questions, but on account of
several of the members being out of
the city and others detained by ill-
nese of family, the session was not
conducted.
Plumber' Install.
'Last evening during the meeting of
the plumbers/ nnon for the city the
following officers were installed, to
serve for the coming six months.
Algeron Grief, president; Ernest
Batimiguard, vice president ;Albet
Art's, recording secretary; Virgil
Chastaine. financial secretary ;J. M.
Reeds treasurer.
$100 WORTH OF AFRICAN SKIN
(Continued From First Page.)
Went With circlig1V
The sister of Ernest Porte, colored,
reported to the police yesteraSy that
_Mississippi River Water to Be Used her brother ran away with,ftotsinson's
to Christen Dictums' Son . ?circa* which was here last ‘SittOtSr.
Vicksburg. Miss.. July 17.—A jug She sought help from tio' offieers.
cf Mississippi river water, sealed • but they could do nothing, not know-
and attested by a justice of the ing whore the stiow now PO '
peace to prove that it was the gen-
gleine article, is on the ocean bound Holman Hit .
fee the London home of the dnt-e Frank Carter, white, was arrested
and duchess of frtarrettrsters where itj Yesterday by Officer Seneer on the
siiI be used 'n christening she baby' Aurae of striking Will Holman chno
1 oy kit there by the osi S. a few .ing a trca.p.
- • ' Disorderifirionioct: -;enYe Ara • • t • . *: • sWhy Mississippi river water should-
'Henry Miller and Lulu Chambers.be specially requireat tor the eere-
colored. were arrested by Officertrony is not defrareily but
it is believed to be due eo the wish 1 1-rwleY for 'being 
isorderly out on
• the street in the Flaherville neigh.
of the dowager ciechess. nho was
Miss Yrnaga. Her family home was l. b°14)4"•
—„
at Raven•wood, La., and it is pre- Somebody's
sinned that a sentinieetii affestion Yesterday wnen Mrs. Xat BonninS 
of WI ‘‘•ashingoof streets returned
to a desire that her newest grand- home found a strange trunk sitting
son be christened with a few drops
'tin the front hall. She notified Ohief
(vont the mighty. river itself. 1Colline visho sent out and had the
The young duke of Manchester.i!trunk bought to the City Hall where
father of the babe. and hi wife, who it is twino held. On being looked in 
wasMiss Zimmerman, of Cincinnatil to tbere was much good clotibing
have visited he •Yenaga home at found. also a hank book with the
R..venswood and he has bad a deer name of J. R. y,ancey. - ii,howin,y a
affection for the h;rthr, I • ef hi.. balance of money in the City Na-
mother.
Knicker—"What is your son do-
leg?"
Bocker-s!-Rotled up his sleeves and
gone to work."
Knicker—"And your (laughter?"
sato Bocker—'-Relleric up , Ann sleeves
and gone to play. '—/Sewif York Sun.
". o write 6ne you mutt—nee a pen
'ith stone point to it.' and "To syc,tr,
svehi yort must use ink well"
WELL! .WELI.Sme"-
---
What are you going zo do diotrt
risIt? Why not join- the happy young
4.2)assiettet . aixt men who •• Ater-pa i d :a
seasoathis price, compietea a good ?aid with a cry of pain the darky leap-
s-out-se and are nour *sing , ,. ed the fence and disappeared'. 
It -s
telieVed te was Shot.
House Robbed.
They not only use ins' evetl; but Mrs. .1,ou Hamilton of 433 Eliza-
they are 'ear» nit ' blitek the price of be•th *erect' ihfotened the police yes-
tional bank. It is presumed some
xpreAgnan took the trunk to the
ngwro number.
The Remains of Mrs .Myrtle Cash
Will Be Shipped to Kuttawa
This Morning .
'Word sent back to the city last eve-
ning from thr Illinois Central pas-
seni,ner train that left here at 6:15
o'clock for Cairo, stated that some
little chid died' aboard the train
while being carried to La•Center by
p S, who-tire- there.
The names of the parents could
not be bearnest
Ship Body Today.
This 'morning the remains 0.1 Mrs.
MYrtle Cash w Ube shipped to Kut-
tawa for burial, that being the former
hone of the deceased
The lady was the wife of Mir. Ocie
Cash of 758 Goebel a-venue, amd ex-
ea of consumption Nfionday after-
noon, afte a lingering illness- She
Iwas twenty-two years of age and a
lova,ble, kind young woman of many
friends.
The husband is employed at the
Illinois Central railroad, and is a
nephew of Sheriff Samuel Cash of
Lyon county, who arrived, here yesect-
day to accompany the obdy to Kut-
taWe
Family Deserted.
The police are lot4einu• for a man
named Arthur Strith, charged with
skoertirg his family. Smitili came here
reoc-ntly from Marshall comity. and
went to work for the. I. C. He re-
on Huntingdon row, and a few
days ago said lie _intended moving
his family hack to Marshall county.
He packs's) the household goods, sent
them to the N.. C. & St. L. depot to
which place his family walked. Smith
never ehowed op. and after hours of
an'aiting, his flinty was taken to the
!tome of the Friendless:. It is claimed
he has deserted them.
Prowler Fired At.
Yesterday, morning early some
neerro was foond• prowling around the
Cohlb home on Broadway near Sev-
enth. Officer Scott Ferguson was
WANTS DAMAGES FOR INJURIES'
(Continued from Page One.)
Jiine 1904., Jackson in another
suit, sued Edward and Emma Han-
son and Tobias Steger for Stow
claimed due upon a $1,000 note de-
fendants eexcuted June 1, too4, and
which was payable in twelve months.
Divorce Wanted.
Mary Cary sued JosePh Cary for
divorce. They married during 1886,
and have four children. She claims
he has abandoned her, and besides
the divorce, asks for $300 alimony.
Exceptions Filed.
In the county court yesterday ex-
ceptions were filed to the commis-
sioner's report made in the suit of
Sarah Harper against W. H. Duna-
way.
Properly Pa
Property. in ahe ppaSpr 41.241
span lactation to tke city . his
bought from L. D. Potter by L. an.
Teber for Soso and the deed lodged
for record with the county court
clerk yesterday.
Frank Bond transferred to J. T.
York for $5oo, land in the county .
W .T. Metcalf bought from U. S.
Walston for $5oo property on the
East side of Twelfth between Cald-
well and Norton streets.
Licensed to Marry.
Joe Copening, aged 33, of Dumaine,
Ill., and Eliza Richmond, aged 37,
of Golconda, Ill., were licensed yes-
terday to marry. They are colored,
and another couple of that hue getting
a license was Will Wood, aged 30,
and Addie Stacker, aged 22 of this
city.
WELL: • .
tuition eaclr month."ll and read'
thelr leeters about it.. 17se oPPortur-
ity o Waits you at
PADUCAH-CENTRAL-4, •
(over the Globs hank).- at 3615 'Tfrilad-
way, when you, too, ?hay do
WELL •
even to call and lee.
Local and outside busintes' botnes
and batiks are using one pispils. They
see alert and quick to report good
vacanciee to us and none of sort grad-
uates ever failed in arty' attetrtpt 10
bold a poirition.
negro leaped into tire adjoining yard.
The ,officer yelled for hien to halt.
We' 'itintev't -ran and Ferguson fired,
•
the fat/ally of Constable Lane of the
'county.
RESIGNATION OF PASTOR
Reev. Eshman Resigns Charge of
Paducah C. P. Congregation.
Rev. S. II Eehinan has resigned the
pastorate of the Cumerland Presby-
tenth' church of this/ city and after
preaching next Sunday will return to
Pulaelci, Tenn., his former benne.
Recently the Cumberland Presby-
terian and, the Northern Presbyterian
churches united. Mlember s of t he
Paducah C. P. congregation favor the
union, "while Dr. Esientan does not.
and as this caused a lack of harmony
the pastor derided to resign, in justice
to the members, and also himself.
There is not the slightest ill feeling
-but eomply a difference of opinion
both eisks regretting their inability
to coincide with the others views.
r n oo C arge o
congregation last Oct thee, and has
proven himself a deep, earnest and
vigorous divine, who did much good
towards upbtsidertent of the church.
He •hae hosts of friends here who wish
him esseceen in his new fields Of labor
SMALL BLAZE.
Fire Caused $p Loss at Tobe Ow-
"es' Rosidence.
Committee's Report Upon the Con-
federate Monument Was Not
Submitted.
.Last evening during the meeting of
the James T. Walbert Camp of Con-
federate 
room, Adjutant Thomas Lang-don an-
nounced that inasmuch as his health
v, ase tivegter in the police courtbans
• •
sider his determination to resign, and
continue discharging the duties of his
poosition. lie had thought of re-
sgning, but at that time was in ill
health, from which he had recovered.
Last evening the committee in
charge of raising funds for the Con-
federate monument was to have a re-
port in, but on account of the ab-
sence of Chairman D. G. Murrell,
this was deferred until the nee(
monthly. session which _will be, the
third Tuesday in August. The com-
mittee will report progress being
made with the propossition of amass-
ing funds. They have many hun-
dreds of dollars already to this cred-
it, but work has never been pushed
forward vigorously as yet.
A number of other proopsistions
were before the camp last evening,
hut not in shape for definite action.
Last night shortly after to o'clock
some little boy in passing the resi-
dence of Mr. Tobe Owens at Tenth
spd Ohio streets, discovered a fire
n one of the halls. He ran to the
branch fire depgirtment hoe at
Tenth and Jones and informed pt.
Flliott; who, rushed the ,men o tsr
terday- that Someone the night beforr
effected att entrance to her home
and stole $75. •
• Grocer's Pocket Picked.
•..
":•• •• •.2 POCC.... y.•
marketing.
Stevensnn Fined.
iltoert Stevenson, a logger of the and quickly extinguished' 'the • sfrta
Clark's river section, was fined $5 and blaze, which did not cause more
costs by Justice Emery for making a loss than about $50.
insulting actions towards members of -It i4 not, known how it started, as
there kas no one at home at the
time.
4-
ADJUTANT LANGDON, OF THE
VETERANS' CAMP, WILL
ors -
POOR FARM
CONTRACTS
ST. LOUIS REPRESENTATIVES, FISCAL COURT COMMITTEE
HAD AFFAIRS OUT YES. YESTERDAY AWARDED A —
TERDAY. NUMBER OF THEM.
Board of Works W.11 Decide This
Afternoon Which 'They Will
Recommend for inuchase.
Costss.;tcr 'issikel Furnishes Brick.
and Masor.ry Work, and Sher-
ril!-Ruste'l fie Lumber.
4.1••••••••••
Work of kiting contracts and pre-
cleaning machines sent here by St.
Yesterday afternoon the street
Louis concenns to be tested, were put building 
is progressing nicely, and
paring for the new county poor farm
by the last of next week the men
to work against each other in the will commence laying brick for the
__of tb e.-14'os
which will decide during
meeting fhis afternoon
chine to purchase.
One machine was operated on
Third between Kentucky avenue and
Washington street, while the other
was oeprated in the next block, on
Third between Washington and
Clark streets. The representatives
of the two companies were here on
the ground, and showed to the board
of works members the good quali-
ties of their respective machines.
The machines were kept put for
an hour or so upon the thorr -e,
and the street was thoroughly clean-
ed This afternoon the members of
the board will thoroughly discuss the
merits of the two machines and make
some decision as to which the think
should be acquired.
the regular
which ma-
A NOBLE CHRISTIAN WOMAN
Refuses to Accept "Blood Money" For Death of Her
Missionary Husband Who Lost His Life in the
Cause.
In the age of commercialism it is
refreshing to know that there are
some people in the world with such
high ideals as Mrs. La Barec, whose
husband was killed while in the dis-
charge of his Master's work Those
people who believe or profes to be
lieve; that the foreign missionaries
who risk and frequently lose their
lives in the work of spreading the
gospel "are in it for the money"
should read the following telegram:
Washington, July 16.—ln the Per-
sian correspondence in the portion of
the 'it'd book on -foreign* 'relations,
Wilk% Was Made public bythe state
department today, is contained a
strong protest addressed by Mrs.
Mary S. La Barre, formerly of Uru-
mia, Persia to American Mini,ster
Richmond Pearson at Teheran.
against the exaction by the United
States government of an indemnity
of ;poop for the murder of her hus-
band, Rev. Benjamin W. La Baree,
a missionary, killed on Mount Ararat
by religious fanatics, While, believ-
ing that when an American citiezn
has been murdered because of the
criminal laxness of a foreign govern-
ment those dependent on him for sup-
port should be awarded a suitable in-
demnity, Mrs. La Baree made the
following declaration
: "I believe that the great mission
cause to which my husband and I
dedicated our lives, and which has
become dearer to me because of the
terrible sacrifice I have been called
upon for it, I - believe that his mem-
ory may receive serious injury if my
children and I accept an indemnity
for this murder. The mot ve would
not be understood by the great mass
of the people in this district, who in-
evitably know of it as the Persian
idea of 'blood money,' is so different
from our civilized understanding of an
indemnity. Thus serious and lasting
injury might be done in the mission
cause for which we have already sac-
rificed so much that I. prefer to
waive my rights as an American citi-
en than to see this cause suffer."
She further protested against the
sire, of the indemnity, saying that
while her husband's life could not be
mer.stteed in value by the standards
prcitailin in that countr which
men t e- the Christian at 33
tomana (donors) and the maximum
SAVING SCHEME.
ll :Auidhouse Men Have
value of the life of a Moslem at 1,000
tomans, yet the disproportion be-
tween the sum lip-sanded in this case
with that of sums paid in similar
circumstances by other governments
was too great.
In spite of her protest, $3o,000 was
actually paid to her by Persia be-
fore the thirty days' period in the
ultimatum of the United States had
expired. This sum was three times
greater than the maximum ever be-
fore paid by the Persian government
for the murder of a private person.
•Minister Pearson exacted a promise
that the money should not be levied
under any guise of special tax from
the inhabitants of the province.
Yesterday the fiscal court commit-
tee which has charge • of the con-
structive work, Justices Bleich,
Broadfoot, Knott and Judge Light-
foot, held, a meeting. The object of
the gathering was to look over the
propositions submitted by different
concerns to furnish material for the
structure.
To the Sherrill-Russell Lumber
company was awarded the contract
to furnish all the lumber for the
building, delivered upon the ground,.
four Miles in the county,_ near Lone
Oak. Their figure was about $2.coo.
Contractor George Weikel will fur-
nish the brick and do the masonry'
work for $4985.
R. L. Tyree got the painting for
$238; Jack Cou,lson the plumbing for
$1,576; the Louis W. Henneberger
company furnishes the hardiyare at
'$45; the Fowler-Wolfe sheet iron
works furnish the slate roofing, and
all tinwork, etc.
Fred Schiff-man has the contract
to bore the wells at $i.75 per cubic.
foot.
The committee yestorday instruct-
ed Magistrate Broadfoot to buy a
gasoline engine and windmill to be
used for pumping water. When the
wind does not blow sufficiently
strong to operate the mill, the en-
gine will be utilized.
he laboree_s employed at the site
for the new building are daily engag-
ed in grading the grounds and exca-
vating for the foundation, and it wilt
take until sometime next week tr.
complete these preliminaries .
Pointing Out the Difference.
(Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
'What's the difference between vis-
ion and sight?"
"See those two girls across the-
street?"
I "Well, the pretty one I would cala vision of loveliness, but the otherone—she's a sight." •
efore Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILHAMS BICYCL[CO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can s a-re
money, and take your old wheel iii exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is f he cheapest house in town on Bicyles and cvery
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Exprr-
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
  ...•••••••••ep
Some Every Day Bargains in Books
\ I
• •
Harbour's Book Department.
Law of the Land 
Grauseark 
Coniston, by Churchill 
Clap. of the Flying U 
soe In the iBshop's Carriage 
$1.20 Fenwick/s Career
Si.2o Pigs is Pigs  
......... 50C
5oc The Cost  50c.
Soc.
 $1.30
50C
Come and look over our Our selection is the best, our prices
Invention the lowest in Paducah.
That Saves Much Oi'.
Forman Joseph Walker of the round
house for the local shops of the Illi-
nois- Central railroad, will this week
be sent by the officials to the round-
houses at Chicago, Mattoon, Ill.,
East St. ,Louis and other places, to
instruct the engine-men in the use of
a contrivance used to fire engines,
with oil. The Paducah shopmen I
have gotten up an affair which w'll
fire an engine with only- one gallon ,
of oil, while at other points much ,
more is taken, end to show the out- •
shiers how to save much oil, the
if foreman is sent out on the tour
c instruction.
1
We are offering No Paper Back Novels, all good, all different, at toc
each, 3 for 25c. Come early to get choice.
Dr. Pepper Notice.
The Paducah -Bottling Co.,•is the
cnly company authorized to bottle
i Dr. Pepper in Paducah, and adjacent
I territory.
ARTESIAN MFG. & BOTTLING
CO., Prop, Waco, Texas.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
St
Gray's Buffet
rai m er H ouse Bar,
A. Lagornarsion.
Dr. B. T Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, IA
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence mat Clay, Old Phone 1692
A. S. DABNEY-
-DENTIST—
Truehart ilong
The Register, to cents per week..
Try a Register want art
PROTECT BREEDING BIRDS.
Illieservations Established by Prot-
dent's Order in Three
Locations.
Ekecutive orders creating three new
reservations for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed be President Rooeovelt October
'me nams aad locations of these
reservations are as follows:
The "Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
tanbracing all of the unsurveyed isla,nde
vf the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
Islands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on
the south of Isle Royal. in Lake Superior,
Stich. This reservation embraces sec-
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32 34 and 35, In
township 64 north, range 6 west. Upon
these islands between 5,000 and 10,000
ilherring gulls breed annually, besides a
number of other species not nearly so
numerous. It is the largest and most
Important herring gull colony within
the limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation," em-
Huron Islands group lying near the
Huron islands group, lying near the
'south shore of Lake Superior and em-
laraelter-seetions—te,—fit
township 53 north, rage 29 west, Mich-
tgan. Some 1,500 gulls, together with a
number of other water birds, breed upon
these Islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation," em-
bracing an island near the mouth of
'ampa bay, on the west coast of Florida,
%town as Passage Key, and situated in
'section 6, township 34 south, range la
east. Thousands of handsome terns
ittave bred upon this little 1,4 annually
ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plore., but daring the past year the egg
bunters made regular trips to the island.
and each time not only plundered the
nests of the fresh eggs, but also de-
stroyed all eggs partially incubated
and unfit for use. This action prom -
teed annihilation of the colony within
a year or two At the time the egg hunt-
ing was most active other parties in-
augurated a movement to secure title
to the island for resert purposes. This
effort, if it had been successful, would
'have rtsulted in a destruction of the
breeding colony. as complete and al-
most as soon as the egg hunters would
have accomplished that end. so that the
creation of the reservation is said to be
extremely opportune.
The Natiorrt Associetion of Audubon
societies has placed wardens in charge
of each of these to scrvations. and the
elanghter of the Lints and rlundering of
their nests has been stopped.
TRAGEDIES OF THZ.7 MAILS
_
litany Family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment Howes of New
York City. „
"No postmen the country over see. ea
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force." said the man
tit the gray unlrerm, as he lighted a com-
;rifting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house room, every crafty in
a furnished-room house, and even the
best of apartment-houses conceals
some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
place to hide yourself In, and then so
many young men and women coming
bere in search of fine positions or ca-
meet with discouragement With
&ere, people, a letter may mean hope or
life ftself.
"In flats and apartment houses where
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail, or in a boarding-house where it
passes through the hands of servants,
you can see women in all styles of neg-
ligee costumes, hanging over the bal.
*miracles, their eyes just begging for
letter.
"One woman In particular I remem-
ber. She lived in a flat four flights up,
end morning after morning I would
lind her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me hue.
grill as I distributed the mail to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
'her, and she never told me her story,
but somehow you could read it in her
(ace, which grew thinner every day
At last 1 brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she looked
at it? Just droppeJ at my feet in a tidy
iittle faint, after one scream of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
"Then there was a nice little girl who
watched for me every delivery last sum-
mer. 'She'd always ask: 'Anything tot
mamma to-day?' and when I'd shako
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
Janitor told me about them. The hus-
band had deserted them—and in tht
end, as the woman was sickly—the
city had to take care of them. It make,
me tired to think of that nice, bright lib
'tie thing being in an orphanage."
An Ingenious) Policeman.
Mae y- talas he we been -tol4 of- ihe
'• Lut the ingenuity cf a Newark
sop on ti ;al for neglect of duty is aard
40 bcdt.
A jeecoy shop had been entered and
a tray of jewela carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took riace between
the police conilnissioner and the m-
anse d :
"Why didn't you see the man?"
"1 did see him, your honor, and asked
'him what he was doing hanging
around."
"What did he say?"
'He said he was lookIn' into the loca-
tion, as he was goin' in for jewelry him-
'Self."
"Well, he did. He robbed the store."
' "Well, your honor, even if he was •
thief, he was no liar."—N. Y. Bun.
RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
YORK COUATIZEI DECLINES.
Ye Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in
This R,..,pect--Some of
tL .3 Causes.
Twenty-one cf the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitante
the census of 1sa0 than they had by
the census of 1390. These counties,
which include ose-half of the area of
the state, showe I a falling off in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds of
inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
tor instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
was L ••butect.i.ci tha con-
tinuance betwee. and 1897 of a
period of indus.aial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being deareased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
%re sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
census.
The years between 1900 and 190a
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, ii
was supposed that the decline in pop.
Ilation in interior counties woule
easa, that some of the former low
scald be regained and that, perhaps
in.proved conditions would be reflected
In the census figures of this year
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent
ly completed state census shows that
11 of the 61 counties have fewer In
habitants than they had five yean
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years art
Chemung, which includes the city at
Elmira, heretofore one of the larges:
manufacturing towns in the southert
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
tile of the farming counties in Hit
same region. The falling off in Cho
luting in five years was 2,458, and ii
Steuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the stab
which do not show a decline in fly'
years show at least very little gain
One of these is Dutchess, which in
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, an
which is one of the best known of thi
dairy and farming counties of th
state. Five years ago the populatio,
was 81,670; this year it is 81,0139—t
gain of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief Maine
don of which is that It includes moo
prohibition territory than any othe;
county in New York, has increabe
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during fly'
yeala of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which hay.
lost in population in the last five yean
are Otsego, reined for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
:linton, which includes the city 01
Piattsburg, Sshoharle; Cayuga, whici
includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
which Includes the city of Catskill
Hamilton in the Adirondack., Fultoi
and Madison counties in the interior
and Wayne, which increases its agri
cultural products every year, but con
Unties to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has si
ergs a proportion of counties whici
s;00 falling behind in population a
New York, that is, none of the large)
states. The explanation of thesi
sbanges is found probably in the enor
woes increase in manufacturing inter
data.
In five years Schenectady hal
lumped from 46.000 to 71,000 polite&
tion, Rockland from 38.000 to 45,006
silage:1i from 74,000 to 84,000, am
Westchester from 134,000 to 223,000.
In 16 years the population of Neu
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewel
inhatitanUi Lao they had 15 'rem.
aga
Mcdern Life.
She—Is it true_that your brother ism).
'Ong to remarry Lis divorced wife?
; He—Yes. lee became so well ae-
auainted with hew during the divorce
trial that he fell in love With her.—
ege n de Bisetter.
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the man op-
posite would persist in'trying to talk
as tne train moved swiftly along
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass Is very
green, isn't it?" said the would-be con.
wersatienaast. 
pleasantly"Yes," said he student. "Such al
l
'hawse from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed no be-
gan another chapter.
The Chugs.
"josia," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machines?"
"They use nee of the cranks that
ire always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some Irritation—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," arked the tall-browed pro-
essor, "are the principal by-products
if the steel Industry"
"Caniegie libraries." promptly an-
levered the student from an interior
ellage.—Chicago Daily News.
Husband's Recompense.
The Comanche Indians have a law that
,f a buck runs away with another's squaw
the husband is to have all his property,
sod marital Infraction is said to be rare
tke tribe. 
•
A.•
HIS THEORY TESTED.
"Did you take in the temp'ruace lee-)
tore over to Wanehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
"They tell me it was a powerful fine
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy buskin'
out my corn to take in tem.p'rance
tares."
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
of a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, as Rule says, but it was
discouragin' to a man 'thout helpin'
him any. Reason don't tease • feller
if liquor gets holt on him. If it did
the rumsellers would have had to close
ap long ago. You've got to reform a
feller in one of two ways—religion or
main stren'th an' awk'ardness. That
was Dominic, Walker's theory an' he
had a right smart o' success. 'Member
the dominie? He was the goldarndest
two-listed, rawboned six-foot-two of
grit an' ginger an' hose sense I ever
seen wrapped up in black broadcloth.
-war, one et-FEW' le was down to
Tarkio tradin' an' he seen /lose Brute
emit reposin' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's 'loon, with the rain drippin'
I down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
ernariest mis'able low-down no-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
I "Well, the dominie stood there in
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
finly he says: 'There's a man some-
where in that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main stren'th an' awk-
wardness may do it. Bmilyer similibus
kewranter"—that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"He had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to Own in an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley an' heaves Mose in
an' drives off with him. When Mose
woke up he found himself lyin' on a
heap o' straw in the dominie's barn
an' he was some s'prised. After a
while he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
do no more'n peek out because he
wasn't dressed for comp'ny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was lyin' on the grain chest.
Well, the door was locked. He began
to holler, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mose—
just barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his ol' hoes.
" "Where's my clo'es, an' what d ys
mean by lockin' me up in your eon
earned ol' barn?' says Mose.
"Dominie Walker never said a word
an' Mose started for the door. lie
hadn't no more'n began to unbar it
when the dominie caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up ftghtin' mad an' the
dominie jest knocked him down again
Didn't say nothin' only jest landed hits
on the jaw 'an' down he went. Then
?dose begun to cry an' beg to be let
out. The dominie didn't say nothin'—
just finished feedin' his hoes an' went
Out. After a while Mose got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound-
ed the door. Back comes the dominie
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal an'
puts 'em down on the grain chest an
goes out. Mose took • long swig at
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
" 'Blame me if it ain't half whisay!'
be says.
-It must have been clost to noon, as
he felt sorter holler. He took a spoon-
ful of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' then
went to work an' cleaned out the bowl.
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
ky,' he says. smilin' happily; 'I've
struck it rich.'
"He rolled up in the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time In
comes the dominie with a plate o'
bread an' meat, barred the doer, 'tend -
to his hose an' went out 'thout my-
th a word, leavin' the grub behind
After a while Mose got up as' sampled
it an' blame if both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.
"Well, that's the way It went right
!Hong Never a word was rsid to hint
an' everything he ate or drank was ftel
of whisky. He got mad when the
dominie wouldn't speak to him are'
fought, but all he got by that was a
lickin'. The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon
got sort o' tired of it. Then he go:
plum sick of It an' filth' the smell of
It turned his stummuck Cu' he began
to stop eatin' altogether. Then the
dominie gave him plain food for
while an' then the first thing he knee
he'd be getting whisky again.
" 'For heaven's sake. de minie.' save
Mose for the hundredth time, 'quit ri . -
In' me that blame liquor. I'm clear.
turned Rein it. An' treat me like a
man an not like a doz. f.ay suthin!
don't _cart what it Is_haL Lay aaeliost.
"The rstee't tieswee at -
mornir' he time
OLD-TIME METHODS.
"When I was a young feller I 'most
gen'rally wore out my overalls at the
knees an' my calluses Was all on my
hands," remarked the old man to the
farm assistant. "Now, I take notus.
when there's any patchin' to be done It's
on the seat of a man's britches an' the
rest of the wear an' tear seems to come
on his bead. It's all labor-savini inven-
tions—oontrapshuas to save a feller
trouble. S'pose it's all right, but ft ain't
the way I was raised. Look at yon,
now."
"What's the trouble with me, Uncle
Dave?" asked the assistant.
"Well, you may be all right; I don't
say you ain't," said the old man. "On'y
when you came to my non's huntin' •
job what did you do? You got out that
there diplomy you got from the state
agricultural college an' commenced
gaesin' about centrifugal separators an'
electric stimplation of plant life an' nu-
tritive ratios an' permanganate o' potash
an' such like. An' John, 'slid o' slain'
you up to see whether you was stout
enough to do a good man's work an' find'
you knew enough to
feed a cow 'thout founderin' it an' keep
sober when you went after the mail, asks
you if you can run a gasoline engine an'
what experience you've had with soil
analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
There ain't no farm hands any more.
There's engineers an' biologists an'
chemists an' eleotricians, but there ain't
no farmers."
"It's different, that's all," said the as-
sistant. "We get the crops just the
same, but we do it easier."
"That's the p'int I'm maltha'," said
the old man. "You do it easier. You set
on a self-harvester-binder-thresher-
sacker an' go through a field o' grain
'thout (loin' a lick more'n pushin' • but-
ton or pullin' a lever, an' then you
think you're smart because you done it
easy. Look at you. I c'd wrestle you,
collar 'n elbow, or any bolts you like
an' wipe the ground with you, as old as I
am. I could lick you with one hand tied
behind me. I bet I can pitch two load,
of hay afore you could one—but you'd
rig up a derrick an' a portable auto.
matte hay fork an' save time an' do it
easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time
there is? You git out an' saw wood in-
stead o' gettin' a steam engine to do it
an' your back'll be the better for it
Pump water for the stock an' let the
wind Ao the work the Lord intended an'
you'll raise some muscle on your arm.
Pitch your own bay an' git a chest on
you; holler acroet a ten-acre field an' im-
prove your lungs, instid o' settin' cloys
to • telephone."
"You aren't against the use of ma-
chinery, are you, Uncle Dave?" asked
the assistant.
"No, I ain't agin machinery. That's
all right up to a certain pint, but the
pint is that you're rtinnin' it into the
ground. Look at the advertisements Is
the papers. All of 'em to save trouble
Why waste time stroppin' &razor? Why
trouble to cook? Use the self-actin' this
an' the already
-prepared that' an' the
antermatic rother. Don't fool away
time chawin' your vittles; eat the pre-
digested health food that will save yous
ettimmick trouble. Don't use the legs
that you've been welkin' with; ride, an'
save the wear an' tear on 'em, or stay
at home an' press a button or write •
postcard an' have what yolk was§
brought to you. We kin furnish you any.
thin' you've a mind to mention quiche/
an' cheaper an' easier than you kin de
It yourself by the old-fashioned meth-
eds. Ain't that it? You bet it is.
"I tell you if this Wee of havin' every-
thin' done easy an' without trouble
goes on there won't be no use of birth',
an' we'll all git to be the orneriest, tri-
ein'est shiftlessest set o' people on the
face of the alreho That's my judgment
I may be mistaken an' it may be all rigid
to take life easy, but that ain't my no.
ties of it / don't feel natural with alot o' machinery sow12' an' cultivatla'
an' reaptn' an' marketin' an' miortin*
an' puffla' an' explodin' all over the
place. life wasn't meant to be too easy
There &lel no satisfaction to me be de
anythin' if It's too blame easy. I like
to go up against a hard proposition an'
beat it out. I don't wants machine dep-
utized to do my fightin' for me an' set
back in an easy chair an' watch It done
I'll use my head with the nett man, but
I want to use my hands, too, an' the rest
o' my body. By 'inks, they've even got
contraptions for tnakin' fishtn' easy
"I don't want to sit oa a traction ea-
gine to do my plowin'. I want to have
any two fists aholt of the plow handles
an' feel as if I was a-rippin' the sod op
myself. I want to straddle the clods
an' cuss at the horses au' dodge the
stumps and in other ways work my body
as well as my head. I want to push the
saw an' swing the ax, an' shoulder the
sacks o' taters an' hoist 'em into the
wagon. I'm a man an' not jest a swell.headed thinkin' machine—or I used tobe."
"It's just a muter
!tremor' said the asststant.—ChleagoDaily News,
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
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with a enirt an nal, au' shoes eel.
cveralls. 'Put them on, Moses,' lie
cape 'an' then you can come out witt
me an' help me hill-up the corn. Bu
don't try to get away aril don't hols,
no converse with nobody, for as sure
its you do you go back on whisky die'
an' I'll break every bone in your body.
"Moses went out an' hilted corn
along with the dominie. Then they put
up hay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
dug cellar an' worked along all through
that summer.
"Along in the fall the dominie die
charged him, cured.
"An' then he turned around an' sued
the dominie for five months' wages, an'
the boys got together and gave him a
ride on a nice three-cornered fetter
rail. He never went to drinkin' again,
though."
"Cured him then??" said the store
keeper. "That was one way."
"Yes—mein streneth an' awkwara
sees," said Hancock. "The othai
didn't take."—Chicago Daily News,
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL-- FIND THE 'CHOICESTSTYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS.. BOTHEASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HISCLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WETURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M AY 3oth, Igo&
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103 No. 121
Leave Cincinnati 
 8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m.
Leave Louisvilles 
 12:01 p.m. 9:40 P.m. 7:30 ALM.Leave Owensboro 
 6:30 p.m. 93:10 LIMLeave Horse Branch 
 2:28 p.m. 1208 LIM 11:05 &M.Leave Central City 
. 3:30 p.m. T:03 a.111. 12:30 p.mLeave Nortonville 
 408 P•01- 1:4o a.m. 1:28 p.m.Leave Evopsville 
 12:5o p.m. 4:40 P.m. 8:30 11-11LLeave Nashville 
 7:00 p In. 8:05 am.Leave Hopkinsville 
 9:45 p.m. 11:20 a.m.Leave Prnceton 
 4:55 Pas- 2:27 a.m. 2:35 p.m.Arrive Paducah 
 6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 p.m. LeavePadumh 
 6:15 p.m. 3:45 cm. 4:30 p.m.Arrive Fulton 
 720 p.m. 4:50 cm- 6:0o p.a.Arrive G•bbs, Tenn. 
 8:06 pm. 5:51 am. 
 
 .Arrive Rives 
 8:13 p.m 6aor a.m. •,Arrive Jackson 
 7:15 am. 
 •.Arrive Memphis 
.110 p.m. 8:30 a.m.Arrive New Orleans 
 to:35 a.m. 8:is p.m. 
 .
London to Rome Wires.
Tete-a-tete between London andRome. 1,100 miles apart, is the latesttelephone revelation. Prof. Majoramshas invented the microphone for use
with the telephone, whereby experts
of London and Rome have alreadyheld disjointed conversation. To
establish telephonic communication between the two cities is said to beperfectly simple, provided the connect-
Ing wires are thick enough. It is
merely a question of money. /n tele-phoning long distances sectlens of wire
are used, which are effective for inter-
mediate points, but perhaps not sub
statitial enough for the entire dig.
tante. 'railing the necessary substi-
tution of thicker wires the aiterna-
tive to the use of the microphone,
which makes it possible to hear words
transmitted over the thinner wires.
The longest distance for effective tele-
phoning from London is at present
la Marseilles, 800 mile i d1-.4.ant.
NORTH BOUND No. ma No. 104 No. asLeave New Orleans 
 7:10 p.m. e:ie &M. 
 Leave Memphis . 
 6:45 a.m. 8:50 p.m. 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
 8:07 a.m. to:to p.m. 
 Leave Rives 
 11 :58 p.m. Leave Fulton 
 10:15 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:oo a.m.Arrive Paducah 
 11 :30 ant. 143 a.m. 7:40
 cm-Leave Paducah 
 11:25 a.m. 1:48 a.m. 7:50 a.m.Arrive Prince:on 
 12:30 pm. 3:03 am. 9:19 a.111.Arrive Hopltirev:i:e 
 6:15 p.m. 5:30 a.m.Arrive Nashvi:le 
 
 9:25 p m. 8:to a.m.
Arrive Evansville 
 3:45 P.m 9:45 am.Arrive Nortonville 
 1:28 p.m. 3:51 11.01. 141:33 a.m.Arrive Central City 
 21:05 p.m. 4:30 a.m. 11:30 ELM.Arrive Horse Branch 
 3:06 p.m. 5:18 a.m. 12:55 p.m.Arrive Owensboro 
 
.
4:5 P.m. ff :00 a.m. *4:55 P.m.-Arrive Louisville 
 5 45 P.m- 7:50 a.m. 4:55 PAILArrive Cincinnati 
 eels p.m. 111100 11006 
UT. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No, 374
Leave Paducah 
 
12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.03.
Arrive Carbondale 
 
4.25 p.m. 8:40 flan.
Arrive Chicago 
 
6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis 
 
8.3,2 p.m. 7:ao a.m.
•
•ID
• • OOOOOO •••
SOUTH BOUND No 3o5
Leave St. Louis 
 7:45 a.m.
Leave Chicago 
 2:50 a.m.
Leave Cabondale 
 it :40 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 3:35 P.m.
No. 375
9:40 p 1.12-
6:20 p.m.
7:05 a.m.
11 :00 am.
ip • • . •
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE,
NORT BOUND
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Paducah 
101-801
iloo a.m.
11:20 a.m.
2:35 p.m
4:15 P.m
135-835
6:40 a.m
7:45 a.m
9:25 a.m
9.3o 1:1117—
Arrive Cairo 
 7:45 p.m. 11:10 a.m
7:20 an, 4:30 p.m.
Arrive Chicago 
 
6:30 a.m 9:30 p.m.
Arr:ve St. Louis 
A
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 136-836
Leave Chicago 
 
6:20 p.m. 9:40 a.m.
Leave St.Lonis 
 
 9:40 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo 
 
6:oo a.m 5:55 P.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 7:45 2.m 7:40
Leave Paducah 
 
7:50 a.m. 3:10 pow
Arrive Princeton 
 
9:29 a.m 4:45 P.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
 6:io
Arrive Nashville 
 9:15 p.m. •
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rundaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 801 and 821 sleepers betweee
Padorah and St. Louis. Train 801 connects at East Cairo with Chicagogroper. For further information, address,
j. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket 'Agent, Union Ilipepot, Paducah, Ky,
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo tisville, Ky.
TOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Team
S G. VT ATrlf, G. P. A., Mined% RA.
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A. It. Leak:
 es,
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INTRUSION BY
PREVENTED BY HAVING BE.
ORET TELEPHONE NUMBERS.
Private and Business 'Phones That
Are Not Listed—Efforts Made
ky Outsiders to Discover
Them.
'Yes, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
fully admitted the operator of the tele-
phone switchboard in a large business
house, reports the New York Sun. "it's
because I'm such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"But, then, that is one of the things
I'm paid for; so it ,reelly isn't my fault
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
most frequent lie I have to tell is when
I an aseed about a dozen times a day
U the prealdent has a private telephone
call—one not in the regular telephone
directory, you know.
"Orcourselle?Ca., he'd beTtithinii--
sane asylum if he hadn't; but he doesn't
want everybody to know it. The tee
*phone as getting such a nuisance to
business men that a lot of them have
had to do this.
"Now, wnen a man's private tele
phone rings he knows it really is a per.
sonal call, as only a few people have
his number. It is a direct call from 'Cen-
tral' and does not come over the regular
office switchboard at all.
"Every operator of • private switch-
board, and of course, every 'contrite' is
charged with keeping these private tel-
*Phone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different ways to
worm this information out of us, but
they don't succeed."
"It saves my time wonderfully—this
having a private call," said a lawyer. "I
really think this plan saved me from a
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge of
the telephone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by which I can
be reached personally. Nine times out
of ten the questions can be settled with-
out referring to me. Occasionally, of
course, I have to speak to the pet son my-
self.
"But there was a time a few years ago
when I could not dictate so much as a
note to my stenographer without being
interrupted half a dozen times. That ex.
&operating little ting a-ling has teen
the death knell to many a finely phrased
letter. As for important documents,
when dietetic& anything that required
serious thought I was obliged to have
an entirely separate room where I was
as absolutely 'out' as though in my home
uptown.
"While, of course, I did not pretend
Cc speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was celled
very often. It is very different now
Only a dozen or so persona know my pri
rate call, and sometimes my telephone
does not ring more than once or twlos
• day.
"The telephone is • mighty good serv-
ant but with one's name In the publio
telephone directory it soon becomes a
hard master."
"Yes, our house number is private"
said a woman who has many social du-
nes, "load we guard it as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends ars able to reach us by tel
ephone.
"As some one said to me the other day,
quits the height of modern intimacy Is
reached in the interchange of private
telephone numbers. And It is true.
"You would be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to discov-
er the number of a private wire. Why,
would you believe it, our stable is often
called up, and whoever happens to an-
swer is asked for our house number.
Yes, our telephone is now just what it
originally was and just what It should
be--a convenience and not a niusance."
Maiden Names in Other Landis.
When a woman Is married in this
country her maiden nau.s is seldom
mentioned. Many people to whom she
is very well known haLe never heard a.
In France. on the contrary, there are
constant reminders of the earlier dig-
nity. In Belgium merriage does not ex
tinguish it, for many married women
often combine the old name with the
new. Moreover, they put the maiden
name last, thus giving it the greater
distinction. We can illuvrate this by
supposing the custom to prevail in this
country. In that case Miss Brown when
she married Mr. Robinson wueld have
her visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Rob-
inson-Brown." This double Larreled
arrangement does not give the Belgian
wife a better social status than the
English wife's, but it is very soothing
to feminine prida—London Chronicle.
VZiadamaf._ the-Chinese-
The verbal wisdom of the Chinese
has become proverbial, and appropri-
ately enough, it shows itself prominent-
ly in their proverbs. Many of these have
already been translated Into English,
but here are a few more, from a collec-
tion by Herr Bruno Navarra, published
in Heidelberg, which may be welcome:
"It is better not to be than not to be
anything." "Repentance is the dawn
of virtue." "Even the highest tower
stands on the ground." "Man thinks he
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of the
first class has poor relations." "The
carver of idols never worships idols; he
knows too well what they are made of.''
"A city of grief is longer than a year of
Joy." And so on.—T. P.'s Weekly.
He Rowed, She Steered.
The boat drifted on Oa clear lake.
The man and the maid were silent and
a little sad. "Dear," he said, "will you
Boat With me always—down the stream
of life?"
"The same i noel?" she whispered.
"The same as now," said he,
"I will, gladly!" cried the younger!.
He, you see was rowing, doing all
the hard work. Rhe had the helm. Eike
SteserecL—MineesPolls Journal.
•
WIRE. , REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Extraordinarily Good Results laid
to Have Been Obtained from
Coll/angel.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suc-
cessful treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collangol," a silver solution.
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It v.ould doulaleas be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, hae been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure Enver soluble In water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered within
_thelitaLlaw _gears— The autisalitio prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as,
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
*deg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, in the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
now used collaogol in appendicitis, as
well Internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
in the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improtement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
ce p tl n g two with very severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatmeut is very much
superior to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every case of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangul 'without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect But after all It will esquire a great
deal of very critical observation before
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Mooebrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cams to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
yet be stated bow long the cure will Mat
Light cams of appencHcitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long.
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest, says the Dicta,-
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Relics of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now.
To most persons the phrase "This In
denture witnesseth" is as much Grose
as the common phrase "Witness my
band and seal." Yet Lath are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob
mining at present
Legal documents were ones en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
coat so much more than dressed skin
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent
ure." Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing In England, of using parchment for
their legal forma the phrase has base
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their bands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there re
usained a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily idedtt
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
it passed with the spread of education,
and the bit of red paper affixed by the
lasoer is. aa necessary- es-tbe-Mges--
ture to certain documents.
A court of law Is a reminiscence of
the time when justice sat in the open
court yard, and the "dock" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living? Whnt
yoar re- ' e•••O•ostoa`O' eshcd
r • "r
• •5 otternoare.
•co• b nor too.
it .. oo. Of
right, ineanelo it writer of pribilOCii,o-
tIons.---Ph1ladelphla Prat
Not Square.
"How do we know the world Is
round?" asked the school teacher
"Because we ku-ow It isn't square."
promptly replied the toy who bed been
absarbing knowledge about graft Asti
boodle.—Philadelphis Record.
L
A TEST BY FIREMEN.
REPLOSIVES BORNIIID TO AS-
CEB.TAIN THE DANGER.
Cartridges Explode with Insufacient
Force to Do Much Damage—
Interesting Experi-
ment.
An Interesting experiment was made
a few days sinoe at the convention of
firemen at Duluth, says the Boston
Hers.id, for the purpose of b.aving de-
termined the extent of danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. In a great many hardware stores
It is known that ammunition is carried
in stock, and in gun sterol ammuni-
Lon, of course, is a regular part of the
stock in trade. It has been thought
that this class of material was of
tharectar _that would _prove_ aertuoety
dangerous in case of fire, because fire-
men would naturally be afraid to en-
ter buildings where, in consequence of
explosions, their lives would be endan-
gered. It has been customary in most
cities to have ordinances passed reg-
ulating the amount of gunpowder that
can be carried In a mercantile stock,
and also designating the manner in
which the powder shall be kept and
the place in the -tore in which the re-
ceptable shall b.. placed. Thus, in
Boston, the ordinance provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal
receptacle; that the amount carried
at eny one time shall be strictly lim-
ited, and that the metal box in which
It is kept shall be placed near the
door of the store at a place known to
the firemen, so that in the event of
fire it can be easily removed. But
with fixed ammunition regulations of
this kind are not in force, and a great
deal has been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these supplies.
A current belief has existed that if
a gun store were to take are it would
be dangerous to enter it, and, indeed,
it might be dangerous for anyone to
pass in the near vicinity at the time
of the fire. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs. and the flash of fire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion is practically simultaneous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
in a building put up for the purpose.
In which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunition of all kinds,
both in paper shells and also metallic
rifle and pistol cartridges. Altogeth-
er. In the two tests, in e of which
the cartridges were left free, and the
other in which they were put in con-
fined space, as in boxes, eroci00 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment
It was found, as the result of Pot-
ting these in buildings specially built
to he burned down, that an exploding
cartridge has not outlet'st force to
tear open the adjacent cartridge, and,
therefore, cannot communicate are to
the powder charge of its neighbor. In
a tire each cartridge explodes inclivies-
malty, and explodes when its partici.
r'•7- 7-1:nor is heated to the flashing
point, but the flash from one cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge
consequently, instead of having simul-
taneous explosions, there is a series
ef explosions, though when there are
large quantities of ammunition burn-
ing these follow in quick succeoelon,
like musketry fire.
The danger from flying fragments of
exploding cartridges is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartriege
shell, when unsupported by the run
chamber, bursts at the first indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure.
The escaping gas expends its enerea
in tearing open the shell rather than
In throwing the bullet forward, and
as there is nothing to confine the es-
c,aping gas, It has little propulsive
force Often the heads of the cart
ridges are torn oft and thrown tome
IFtle distance, but the bullets hardly
ever fly; that le, the heavier parts oT
the cartridge remain behind and only
the ligbeer parts are thrown off, and
this with no great force or velocity.
In a fire firemen can keep well beyond
the range of the thrown fragments and
still be within easy working distance
▪ d as close to the fire as the hest will
permit.
Ia the Duluth tests it was found that , Broadway or at the Grand Central.
fragments of cartridges were thrown "nand  woos.% who would scorn 
Off VI 311' fEer--ITIC w-fIE. so his a gm elevated or surface care when It
velocity that those who were bit suf. , evening dress do not balk at the subwav
IP-eel no discomfiture. The cartridges They find the stations and care generalO
b-rned contained more than 4% clean and roomy, and when they get up
peunds of black and smokeless how town where there is no obe t Ace then
dor, a sufficient quantity, if kept In they do not mind walking a few block-
bulk, to have made a very serious ex- to save a cab fare.
plosion; but when thus divided it was ! "Our greatest lose in in Breoltlyn pa
found that little, if any, damage wculd trons. It used to be almost a Sun
be caused by it thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyn
people dove as far as the Bridge at, icaat
Sanitarium and Sanatorium. Then the Brooklyn people had to fake
These two terms are frequently con- a crosstown ear or walk half way areee.
fused: "Sanitarium" is from genitals the town at one end or the ethor to ge
meaning healtli, and is oorrectly applied 
an elevated train.
to a healthful place, a resort for con- 
"Now the subway takes them right t,
volescents. Sanatorium, from senare, to the Bridge entrance. Why, now one car
heal, is correctly applied to institutions go from Forty-second street clear to tit-
CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.
Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the 'United States and
RUbMIL
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free front
the influences of either of the great
sections. It will bufid the capital lit-
orally from the ground up and has
selected a site not far from the pretty
village of Daigety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety miolat have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity of
Australia to have a capital in a place
which nature had designed for a vil-
lage. It Is 30 miles from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
distance is spanned by the iron way
still further connections must be built
to link it with the main Victorian sys-
tem. Henry St00 took in the Independent,
estimates that cost of the railroad con-
struction entailed will be 15.300,000
and that water supply, public build.
lags and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to 128,000,000. After the
city is built it will be a purely arti-
ficial capital, just as Washington is,
but It will have a very much smaller
population, the assumption being that
it will not exceed 60,000.
An artificial capitol, one created by
fiat as a result of a compromise be-
tween rival sections or decreed by ate
suzned political necessity is an experi-
ment under the best circumstances and
usually falls short of bcing a metrop
oils. Washington and St. Petersburg
are examples. Washington is simply
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
expectations of its founders that it
would become an emporium, a busy
mart, a port, a city that should be an
illustration in itself of all the activi-
ties of a great and busy country.
Boauty it has, but business It has not
In poeulation it is far below many
((ties that we are wont to think of as
in our second or possibly our third
St. Petersburg, on the other hand,
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1,313,300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092,260 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg is really a
great port, commanding a heavy sea-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affections and traditions
of .Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Austrelta has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their arti-
ficial capitals Its area is fixed and
determined. The capital will always
bear the same geographical relation to
every Australian region that it will
have in the beginning. In this coun-
try the capital is conveniently situated
to only a very small section. The
United States have expanded into re-
gions that the founders of Washington
thonglit would be wildernesses for
many geerretions to come. Similarly
Russia has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populous
and progressive. in regions that were
not even Russian when Peter the Great
began to er:ve the piles for the foun-
dations of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Treat, That Once Went to
New York Jehus Now
Goes to Cars.
dneigned for the special treatmert of
Molt persons, as. for instance, places
where consumptives are treated.—
Myerson's American Family katrasine.
'
Plain Talk.
Housewife—And you left your Ist
place because of a quarrel with
mistress?
Applicant—Not a quarrel, mum.
"How was it, then?"
"Well, mum, she was afther leter0
ferin' livid me, an' I shpoke to her as
one lady to another." l''evelasd
Leader.
"You'd never guess the difference the
subway has made in our business," said
the oldtime night cab driver, according
to the N. O ark Sun. "I should say that
night fares from the theater district anti
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
"It used t3 be that a man in evening
clothes, especially if accompanied by a
woman wearing garments easily soiled.
would hesitate befcre crowding into
surface car. As for walking from Broad
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost out of the question. The re
suit was that the great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went home in carriages.
"Now it's different After the them
the crowds walk to the restaurants f•or
lunch, then they drift along to the ail -
way entrance at Forty-second street atio
outskirts of Brooklyn withOut going
from under shelter if the weather is bad
"It's going to be still worse for IN
when they get the subway runalsog un
der the river."
•
COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FAT
Hospitable.
Policeman (to tramp)—I want your
name and address.
atop (sarcastleally)-0h,,oer do, do
yer? Well, me name is John Smith, an'
;
e arldreas is Number One, the open air.
1pr call or :re don't trouble ter knock,
Out just wJc la.—Beotsmaa. _
Soon 'After Entering the "Freshies"
They Begin to Acquire
Plumpness.
"In a couple of months from now,"
Said a woman who was metron at
women's college for several years,
"there will be a dd of letters from
girl freshmen to their mothers, all
containing ooe complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so fat that my clothes wou't tit
me.' And the mothers will worry and
fret, and wardrobes w.11 be s:eit home
to be let out.
"Freshmen at the women's eallegt
always grow very plamp, aLd the.
astonish their friends sad relatives
when they go home on their first vaca-
tion by the amount of flesh they hav
put on. And it is all due, I believe
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college. •
"The food is always palatable. nour-
ng,--atnt -of ttre treat, 1111-I-11V
most finicky maiden Icarus to eat
everything. I have seen girls who
entered college with tle idea that they
could get nothing bu . the white meat
of Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly
eating fried veal and onions a few
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
of lively conversatio to make them
digest easily. Let me ay right here
too, that the popular n on that col-
lege girls have mideig spreads of
:ndigestibles Is c• wrong e. Such
things belong to a boarding school, but
not to a womene college.
"Then there are regular hours for
retiring. Lights must be out at ten
o'clock, and that means eight hours
of good, healthful sleep. The out-
door life also contributes to the plump-
ness of the girls.
"College girls stay indoors only
when they have t.), and plenty of fre-Ji
air makes them strong and muscular.
The gymnasium is another factor. Its
purposes is to develop a girl physical-
ly, and each freshman is examined
that he may get the exercise she most
needs.
"Under all these conditions the
freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
and this plumpness they rarely lose
during their college course. Even the
thinnest girl finds she can wear a
decollete evening gown, after she has
been at college three months and the
fat girls find their superfluous flesh
turning into hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. College girls
are always happy, and every woman
grows fat when she is happy."
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Members of the Medical Profession
in History Who Belonged to
That Race.
An interesting survey of Jews as
members of our profession is to be ole
tabled from a little work entlt ed
"Judische Aerate und ihr Einficas auf
'as Judentum." which, says the Med.
!cal Record, has been issued by Dr,
Simon Scherbel. One of the most
erominent of the earlier personages
mentioned is Chase:lei, who became a
mialater under the Calif Abdul-Rah-
man III., and did much to establist
the position of the Jews among the
Moslems in Spain during the tenth cen.
tury, as well as to foster the study ke
the Talmud in that country. ; agti
Halevi. who lived 100 years later, wat
a busy physician who was also Ulf
author of distinguished practical and
philosophical works. The great
Malmoaides of Cordova is include1
among the list of physicians by the
author, who says that he created whir'
is almost a new Talmud, and allege,
that Richard Coeur de Leon wished 'a
make him his court physician, in spits
of the edicts of Popes Etigenlue, Nich
alas and Caltxtus that Chriattani
should not employ Jewish physicians
In Spain many years before they wen
practically the only practItieuers o
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
ander VI. had as personal physician :
Jew, Bonet de Lates, who subeequentl
became attached to the court of Lout,
X. The edict against Jewish phyai
clans was finally raised by Sixtus V
largely at the instigation of two them
celebrated physicians, David de Porn:,
and Ella Montalto. In the latter part
of the eighteenth century Mendels
sohn's efforts In behalf oC his corn
patriots were ably seconded by his
friend, the physician Mama Ilerz. who
contributed much toward the ele•.ation
of the Jews in Gcrmeny. In sill
more recent time Ancher, Fteinheini
Erter and Johann Jacoby have bee:.
•rominent, and the author closes is s
enumeration with the widely known
names of' Steassmknn, Neumann
Raginsky and Senator.
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Bit of Westrouril*Nod.
The erestmoretanii are the re-
mains of an infinitely older world—
giants decayed, but of a gisak race and
ancestry; they have -the finish. the
delicate or noble lovelinere—one might
almost say the manner—that comes ot
long and gentle companionship with
those chief forces that make for nat•
oral beauty—with air ano water, with
temperate suns and too abundant
miss. Beeitie them the Alps are in
human; the Apennines. mere forest
grown hcaps--mountains In the mak
lug; while all that Scotland gains frort
the easy enveloping glory of its heath
err, Westmoreland, which is &woe
heatherless, most owe to an Innnliwt
et fine strokes, tints, curves and group.
thee, to touches of megic and to line*
of grace, yet never losing the mei(
edergy of precipice and rock taint be
Orme Of right to a mountain erorld.-
01Intury.
Mammoth Moth.
The largest moth known is the Glen.
Atte, found in China, the wings 0.
nick nessaors alas inches scram
. --er.••••
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PROTECT BREEDING BIRDS.
Stassersations Established by Prod-
dent's Order in Three
Locations.
Etecutive orders creating three new
Irmervations for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed by President Roosevelt October
10. 'Ine namt_s aid locations of these
treservations are as *allows:
The "Siskiwit Wanda reservatiOet"
embracing all of the unsurveyed islands
est the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
!elands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on
the south of Isle Royal, in Lake Superior,
Mich. This reservation embraces sec-
tions 23, 24, 25, 243, 27, 33 34 and 35, in
township 64 north, range . 6 west. Upon
these islands between 6,000 and 10,000
'herring gullc breed annually, besides a
%umber of other species not nearly b0
surneroun. It is the largest and most
Important herring gull colony within
the limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation," em-
'Huron Islands group lying near the
;Huron !stands group, lying near the
----1110utli—gliore-ser Len -S111561161`1111ff -
'bracing sections 26, E7, 34 and 25, in
township 53 north, range 29 west, Mich-
igan. Some 1,500 gulls, together with a
Slumber of other water birds, breed ups'',
these Islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation," em-
bracing an island near the mouth of
Tampa bay, on the west coast of Florida,
tnown as Passage Key, and situated in
section 6, township 34 south, range 16
east. Thousands of handsome terns
Move bred upon this little ksy annually
,ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plored, but during the past year the egg
bunters made regular trips to the island.
and each time not only plundered the
meats of the fresh eggs, but also de-
stroyed all eggs partially incubated
and unfit for use. This action prom -
teed annihilation of the colony within
sa. year or two At the time the egg hunt-
ing was most active other parties in-
augurated a movement to secure title
to the island for resort purposes. This
'effort, if it had been successful, would
have resulted in a destruction of the
breeding colony, as complete and al.
most as soon as the egg hunters would
have accomplished that end. so that the
creation of the reservation Is said to be
extremely opportune.
The Natiorri Associetion of Audubon
societies has plaeel wardens In charge
of each of these r, scrvations. and the
slaughter of the birds and rlimdering of
their nests has been stopped.
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
_
many Family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment Houses of New
York City. „
RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
Ye Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Lai ge Falling Off in
This B. .,pect—Some of
tLi COMM&
HIS THEORY TESTED.
"Did you take in the temp'runco
*pre over to Wanehope branch?"' asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
"They tell me it was a powerful fine
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"it didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy huskin'
out my corn to take in temp'rance lee
t urea."
"I was there." volunteered Wiudtink
Twenty-One of the 61 counties Otttoil- Hancock, pausing in the aerephis
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1sa0 than they had by
the census of 1390. These counties,
which include o .e-Italf of the area of
the state, showe I a falling off in ten
years ranging frsm a few hundreds of
inhabitants In some small oounties, to
several thousands in some of the
larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for iustance, declued from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne ooun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
.By many_suiressa.a_ this dJini
Population was 1. uted to the con-
tinuance betwee. . -3 and 1897 of a
period of indus.seal hard times, the
"No postmen the country over see so
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force." said the man
in the gray unlicrra, as he lighted a com-
forting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house room, every cradny in
• furnished-room house, and even the
best of apartment houses conceals
some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
place to hide yourself in, and then so
many young men and women coming
'here in search of fine positions or ea-
-seers meet with discouragement. With
thom people, a letter may mean hope or
life ftself.
"In flats and apartment houses where
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail, or in a boarding-house where It
passes through the hands of servants.
jou can see women in all styles of neg-
ligee costumes, hanging over the bal.
matrades, their eyes just begging for a
letter.
"One woman in particular I remem-
ber. She lived in a flat four flights up,
snd morning after morning I would
nd her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me bun-
egrily as I distributed the mail to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
her, and she never told ime her story,
but somehow you could read it In her
Cacti, which grew thinner every day
At last I brought her a letter, and what
do you thickshe did when she looked
at it? Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
little faint, after one scream of relief
and Joy that brought the Janitor on
the run.
"Then there was a nice little girl who
watched for me every delivery last sum-
mer. She'd always ask: 'Anything for
gnamma to-day?' and when I'd shake
my head she'd run fight upstairs. The
Janitor told me about them. The hus-
band had deserted them—and in the
end, as the woman was sickly—the
city had to take care of them. It makes
me tired to think of that nice, bright lit
tie thing being in an orphanage."
La Ingsaiwoi-Msliew-sr,
Ma^y tales have been told of the
ues' I ut the ingenuity of a Newark
sop on is ial for neglect a duty La aard
to but.
A jeately shop had been entered and
a tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took slace between
the pollee commissioner and the &c-
rewed: .r
"Why didn't you see the man?"
"I did see him, your honor, and asked
"him what he was doing hanging
taround."
"What did he say?"
"He said he was lookin' into the loca-
tion, as he was pain' in for jewelry him.
Wilt"
"Well, he did. He robbed the store."
/ "Well, your honor, even if he was •
IMO, he was no liar."—N. Y. Sun.
of a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, as Rafe says, but it was
discouragin' to a man 'thout helpin'
him any. Reason deal fesze a feller
if liquor gets holt on him. If It did
the rumsellers would have had to close
up long ago. You've got to reform a
feller in one of two ways—religion or
main stren'th an' awk'ardness. That
was Dominie Walker's theory an' he
had a right smart o' success. 'Member
the dominie? He was the goldarudest
two-fisted, rawboned six-toot-two ol
grit an' ginger an' hoss sense I ever
zeen wrapped up' in black broadcloth.
"Well, one evenin' he was dollen to
Tarkio tradin' an' he seen hiose Brun'
emit reposin' in thealley back o' Grip-general effect of which is to diminish 
a—
5.100n , with the rain drippin'population In rural or semi-rural dis- down on him from the eaves of thetricts. In such times, the demand for 
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
employment being desreased and the
crnarlest mis'able low-down no-ac-provision for public relief In farming
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
counties being small, the larger cities II "Well, the dominie stood there in
are sought by needy persons, and these
the rain lookin' at him a while an'conditions are reflected in the ensuing ikely he says: 'There's a man some-census. I 
The years between 1900 and 190E where in that lump. Religion may
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop
elation in interior counties woulo
east, that some of the former lose
vouid be regained and that, perhaps,
improved conditions would be reflected
In the census figures of this year
which show the entire population ot
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
in Increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in
habitants than they had five year*
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years art
Chemung, which includes the city tat
Elmira, heretofore one of the larges;
manufacturing towns in the southerr
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che
mung in five years was 2,458, and li
Steuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do net show a decline in five
years show at least very little gain
One of these is Dutchess, which in
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, ant
which is one of the beet known of the
dairy and farming counties of Us
state. Five years ago the pgpulatio)
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689-1
Mtgern Life.
She—Is It true that your brother is go-
ing to remarry Lis divorced wife?
He—Yes Ite became so well ac-
quainted with hew during the divorce
trial that he fell In love with her.—
ifilegende B:setter.
bring it out, an' main stren'th an' awk-
wardness may do it. 'Smilyer similibus
kewranter"—that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"He had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to el:own in an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley an' heaves Mose in
an' drives off with him. When Mose
woke up he found himself 'yin' on a
heap o' straw in the dominie's barn
an' he was some s'prised. After a
while he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
do no moren peek out because he
wasn't dressed for comp'ny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was lyin' on the grain chest.
Well, the door was locked. He began
to holler, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mom—
lust barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his ol' hoes.
"'Where's my cM'es, an' what dye
mean by lockin' me up in your con
earned ol' barn?' say" Mose.
"Dominie Walker never said a word
an' Mom started for the door. He
hadn't no moren began to unbar it
'when the dominie caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up fightin' mad an' the
dominie jest knocked him down again
gain of 19 persons. Didn't say nothin' only jest landed him
Delaware county, the chief distinc on the jaw an' down he went. Then
dun of 'which is that it includes more Mose begun to cry an' beg to be let
prohibition territory than any oche; out. The dominie didn't say nothin*—
Just finished feedin' his boss an' went
Out. After a while Mose got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound-
ed the door. Back comes the dominie
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal an'
puts 'em down on the grain chest an
goes out. Mose took a long swig at
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
"'Blame me if it ain't half whisSy!'
be says.
-It must have been clost to noon, as
be felt sorter holler. He took a spoon-
ful of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' then
went to work an' cleaned out the bowl.
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
ky,' he says. smilin' happily; 'I've
struck it rich.'
"He rolled up in the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
comes the dominie with a plate s'
bread an' meat, barred the door, 'tend-
ea to his boss an' went out 'thout say-
in a word, leavin' the grub behind
After • while Mose got up an' sampled
it an' blame if both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.
"Well, that's the way It went right
elong Never a word was raid to hint
sn' everything he ate or drank was fu:)
of whisky. He got mad when the
dominie wouldn't speak to him an'
fought, but all he got by that was a
lickin'. The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon hs
got sort o' tired of it. Then he go'
plum sick of It an' finly the smell of
It turned his sturnmuck au' he began
to stop eatin' altogether. Then the
dominie gave him plain fcod for 8
while an' then the first thing he knee
he'd be getting whisky again.
" 'For heaven's sake. tic reinie.' says
Mose for the hundredth time, 'quit ge. -
In' me that blame liquor. I'm clean.
turned agin it. An' treat me like abegan to grow tired. "The grass is very 
man an' not like a dog r.ay suthin! 1
411"44."1144-44443'-‘44-be-eett' don't care what It is, ut Lay sus in'
versationallst. pleasantly. 
county in New Yorks, haze increaset
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during five
years of enormous irate growth.
Among other counties which have
cost in population in the last five yeari
are Otsego, famed for hops. Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
Clinton, which includes the city oi
Plattsburg, Schoharle, Cayuga, whiel
Includes the city of Ithaca, Greene
which includes the city of Catskill
Hamilton in the Adirondack', Fultot
and Madison counties in the interior
and Wayne, which increases its agri
cultural products every year, but con
LinueS TA lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has at
arge a proportion of counties treble'
a., falling behind in population a
New York, that is, none of the large)
states. The explanation of these
(-flanges is found probably in the enor
mous increase in manufacturing inter
esta,
In five years Schenectady hal
lumped from 46.000 to 71.000 popuia
Hon, Rockland from 38 000 to 45.00b
',Hagar& from 74,000 to 84,000, ant
Westchester from 134,000 to 228.000.
In 16 years the population of Neu
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewei
tribal itants Lan they had 15 years
ago.
Squelched.
Matey a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted, to read, but the man op-
posite would persist in'trying to talk
as tne train moved swiftly along
After several brief replies the student
"Yes," said the student "Such a 
"Th^ --'"'" e1.1•I't .1^.1,vor 111.
•'^ r • t be.4-arnr I
^hange from the blue and red grass
ate've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be
gam another chapter.
The Chugs.
"jeble," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
lo they work these voting machines?"
"They use one of the cranks that
ire always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some irritation.—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tall-browed pro-
essors "are the principal by-products
if the steel industry?"
“Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
wan a seat an nut an' shoes al,
overalls. 'Put them on, Moses,' tit
rays, 'an' then you can come out witt
me an' help me hill-up the corn. Bu
don't try to get away and don't hole
no converse with nobody, for as sure
as you do yon go hack on whisky die:
an' I'll break every bone in your body.
"Moses went out an' trilled corn
along with the dominie. Then they put
up hay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
dug cellar an' worked along aH through
that summer.
"Along in the fall the dominie
charged him, cured.
"An' then he turned around an' sued
the dominie for five months' wages, an
the boys got together and gave him atwered the student from an interior 
ride on a nice three-cornered fencetillage —Chicago Daily News.
rail. He never went to drinkin' again,
though."Husband's Recompense. 
"Cured him then??" said the store
The Comarche Indians have a law that keeper. "That was one way."if a buck runs away with another's squaw I
"Yes—main strencth an' awkwetsi,the husband is to have all his property, 
mess," said Hancock. "The otlo;iand marital It:traction Is said to be rue didn't take,"---CbIcago Daily News.
.ntstrlbs,
OLD-TIME METHODS.
'When I was a young feller I most
gena'rally wore out my overalls at the
knees an' my calluses was all on my
hands," remarked the old man to the
farm assistant. "Now, I take notus,
when there's any patchin' to be done It's
on the seat of a man's britches an' the
rest of the wear an' tear seems to come
on his head. It's all labor-savin' inven-
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trouble. S'pose it's all right, but it ain't
the way I was raised. Look at you,
now."
"What's the trouble with ma Uncle
Dave?" asked the assistant
"Well, you may be all right; I don't
say you ain't," said the old man. "On'y
when you came to my son's huntin' a
job what did you do? You got out that
there diplomy you got from the state
agricultural college an' commenced
gamin' about centrifugal separators an'
electric stimplation of plant life an' nu-
tritive ratios an' permanganate o' potash
an' such like. An' John, 'stid o' sizin'
you up to see whether you was stout
enough to dos good man's work an'llud-
in' out whether you knew enough to
feed a cow 'thout founderin' it an' keep
sober when you went after the mail, asks
you if you can run a gasoline engine an'
what experience you've had with soil
analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
There ain't -no form hands any more.
There's engineers an' biologists an'
chemists an' electricians, but there ain't
no farmers."
"It's different, that's all," said the as-
sistant. "We get the crops just the
same, but we do it easier."
"That's the p'int I'm makin'," said
the old man. "You dolt easier. You set
on a self-harvester-binder-thresher-
sacker an' go through a field o' grain
'thout doin' a lick more'n pushin' a but-
ton or pullin' a lever, an' then you
think you're smart because you done it
easy. Look at you. I c'd wrestle you,
collar 'n elbow, or any bolts you like
an' wipe the ground with you, as old as I
am. I could lick you with one hand tied
behind me. I bet I can pitch two load,
of hay afore you could one—but you'd
rig up a derrick an' a portable auto-
matic hay fork an' save time au' do it
easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time
there is? You git out an' saw wood in-
stead o' gettin' a steam engine to do it
an' your back'll be the better for it
Pump water for the stock an' let the
wind do the work the Lord intended an'
you'll raise some muscle on your arm.
Pitch your own hay an' git a chest on
you; holler acrost a ten-acre field an' im-
prove your lungs, Meld o' settin' down
to • telephone."
"You aren't against the use of ma-
chinery, are you, Uncle Dave?" asked
the assistant.
"No, I ain't twin machinery. That's
all right up to a certain pint, but the
pint is that you're runnin' it into the
ground. Look at the advertisements Is
the papers. All of 'em to save trouble
Why waste time stroppin' &razor? Wht
trouble to cook? Use the self-actin' this
an' the already-prepared that' an' the
aatermatic t'other. Don't fool away
time chawin' your vittles; eat the pre-
digested health food that will save you)
stummick trouble. Don't use the legs
that you've been welkin' with; ride, an'
save the wear an' tear on 'em, or stay
at home an' press a button or write a
postcard an' have what you waat
brought to you We kin furnish you any.
thin' you've a mind to mention quicker
as' cheaper an' easier than you kin Is
It yourself by the old-fashioned meth-
ods.. Ain't that it? You bet it is.
"I tell you if this Wee of harts' every-
thin' done easy an' without trouble
goes on there won't be no use of hirin',
an' we'll all eat to be the orneriest, tri-
Sin'est, shiftlessest set o' people on the
face of the airth. That's my judgment
I may be mistaken an' it may be all right
to take life easy, but that ain't my no
tion of it I don't feel natural with a
lot o' machinery soirin' an' cultivatia'
an' reapin' an' marketin' an' snortin'
an' puma' an' explodin' all corer the
place. Life wasn't meant to be too easy
There &lel no satisfaction to me to de
anythin' if It's too blame easy. I like
to go up against a hard proposition an'
beat it out. I don't want a machine dep-
utised to do my fightin' for me an' set
back in an easy chair an' watch it done
I'll use my head with the next man, but
I want to use my hands, too, an' the rest
o' my body. By Bilks, they've even got
contraptions for makin' fish in' easy
"I don't want to sit on a traction es
gine to do my plowin'. I want to have
my two fists &holt of the plow handler,
an' feel as if I was a-rippin' the sod tip
myself. I want to straddle the clods
an' cuss at the horses an' .dodge the
stumps and In other ways work my body
he well as my head. I want to push the
saw an' swing the ax, an' shoulder the
sacks o' tatera an' hoist 'em into the
wagon. I'm a man an' not jest a swell.
headed thinkin' machine—or I used tatP I
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Buildicg. Both Phones 369
Our Handsome Spring fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICESTSD/LES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HISCLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
"It's just a case of 'used to be' all
simnel " said the assistant.—Chleago
Dells News
London to Rome Wires.
Tete-a-tete between London and
Rome, 1,100 miles apart, is the latest
telephone revelation. Prof. Majorama
has invented the microphone for use
with the telephone, whereby experts
of London and Rome have already
held disjointed conversation. To
establish telephonic communication be
tween the twee cities is said to be
perfectly simple, provided the connect-
ing wires are thick enough. It is
merely a question of money. In tele-
phoning long distances sections of wire
are used, which are effective for inter-
mediate points, but perhaps not sub
stantiel enough for the entire dis-
tance, broiling the necessary substi-
tntIon of thicker wires the aiternis
tive is the use of the microphons,
which makes it possible to hear words
transmitted over the thinner wires.
The longest distance for effective tele-
phoning from London is at present!
ha Marseilles, 800 milai 4/ant.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M AY 3oth. 105.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gbbs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives  
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans
SOUTH BOUND No. lot No. toy No. :at
Cincinnati . 8:2o a.m 6:oo p.m.
Louisvills 
 12.01 p.m. 9:40 PAL 7:30 a.m.
Owensboro 
 6:30 p.m. 9:00 a.=
Horse Branch 
 2:2.8 p.m. 12:08 a.m. 11:05 a.m.
Central City . 3:3o p.m. T:03 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
Nortonville 
 4:08 .in. 3:40 a.m. I:28 p.m.
Evansville 
 12:50 p.m. 4:40 P.m. 8:30 a.m.
Nashville 
 7:00 p m. 8:05 ALM.
Hopkinsville 
 9:45 p.m. 11:20 a.m.
Pr'nceton 1, 4:55 P m 2:27 a.m. 2:35 p.m.
Paducah 
 6:10 p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 p.m.
6:i p.m. 3:45 a.m. 4:20 p.m.
7:20 p.m, CS* cm. 6:oo
8:06 pm. 5:51 a.m
8:13 p.m. 6:01 a.m.
7:15 a.m 
 •.
'110 p.m. 8:20 a.m.
10:35 a.m. 815 p.m.
Lea
Lea
1.e
Lesvos
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Anive
Arrive
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. 104 No. tan
ye New Orleans 
 7:10 p.m. 9:15 am. 
 
ve Memphis . 
 6:45 a.m. 8:50 p-m. 
ave Jackson, Tenn 
 8:07 a.m. 30:10 p.m.
Rives 
 13 :38 p.m.
Fulton 
 30:15 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:oo a.m.
Paducah 
 11:20 A.M. 1 :43 a.m. 7:40 cm.
Paducah 
 13:25 a.m. 3:48 a.m. 7:50 a.M.
Princeton 
 12:39 pm. 3:03 ant. crag a.m.
Hopkinev:ce 
 6:1s p.m. 5:20 a.m.
Nasbviiie 
 9:25 p.m. 8:10 a.m.
Evansville 
 3:45 P.m. 9:45 a.m.
Nortonville 
 1:28 p.m, 3:51 a.m, io:35 a.M.
Central City 
 2:05 p.m. 430 a.m. I1:30 am.
Horse Branch 
 3:o6 p.m. 5:18 A.M. 12 :55 p.m.
Owensboro 
 *4:55 p.m. !Ivo cm- *4:53 P.M-Losirville 
 5135 P-m- 7:50 amt. 4:55 P.MCincinnati 
 9:15 p.m slrem noon 
IT. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. xt4
Leave Paducah 
 32:40 p.m 4:20 p.m. 
 .
Arrive Carbondale 
 4.25 0.m. 8:40 PAIL .
Arrive Chicago 
 
6:30 a.m 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis 
 
8:30 p.m 7:20 a.m.
• •
SOUTH BOUND No 305 No, 375
Leave St. Louis 
 7 :45 a.m.9s:40 pm.Leave Chicago 
 2:50 A.M. 0:20 p.m.
Leave Cabondale 
 11:40 ant 7:05 11.M,
Arrive Paducah 
 3.35 p.m. 1::00 a.m.
•
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINK
NORT BOUND
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Princeton  
Arrive Paducah  
cave aouca
Arrive Cairo
41144sowv4-4141TViTilf-4- 1141
A rr:ve St. Louis
Arrive Chicago
zoi -8o1 , 135-835
8:10 a.m.
11:20 a.m. 6:40 A.M.
2.35 p.m. 7'45 a.m.
4:15 p.m. 9.25 RAM,
.15 p.m. 9:3o CM.
7:45 p.m. 11 :10 2.M.
 
 7:20 a.m. 430 P.m.
 
6:30 a.m, 9.30 VIII.
Le
Arrive Paducah
 4
••=0,
SOUTH BOUND 122-822
rave Chicago 
 
6:20 p.m.
cave St.Lonis 
 
 9:40 P.m.
ave Cairo 
 
6:oo a.m.
7:45 a.m. 
LeavePaducah 
Arrive Princeton 
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
7:50 a.m.
9.29 a.m.
:36-836
9:40 a.m.
1:50 p.m
5:55 pm
7:40 
p.m
3:10 p.m.
4:45 P.m
6:10 p.m.
9:25 p.m. •
Trains marked (') daily except Sunday. All other trains randaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains to: and 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Son and 8ns sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicag•
sleeper. For further information, address,
j. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. 'M. PRATHER, Ticket 'Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo iisville, Ky.
TOWN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A.. MemohiS, rvui-
G. YTATrII, G. P. A., Chicago, IL
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A., It. Leafs, §Ils.
run
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INTRUSION BY WIRE.
PREVENTED BY HAVING BE-
(MET TELEPHONE NUXBERS.
•
•
•
Private and Business 'Phones That
Are Not Lizted-Efforta Made
by Outsiders to Discover
Them: -
"Yes, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
fully admitted the operator of the tele-
phone switchboard in a large business
house, reports the New York Sun. "It's
because I'm such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"But, then, that is one of the things
I'm paid for; so it,really isn't my fault
and I don't let It worry me. Perhaps the
most frequent Ile I have to tell is when
am asked about a dozen times a day
If the president has a private telephone
call-one not in the regular telephone
directory, you know.
eaurse be-hask held- bale the-in-
sane asylum if he hadn't; but he doesn't
want everybody to know it. The tee
.phone was getting such a nuisance ter
business men that a lot of them hays
had to do this.
"Now, wnen a man's private tele
phone rings he knows It really is • per.
sonal call, as only a few people hays
his number. It is a direct call from 'Cen-
tral' and does not come over the regular
office switchboard at all.
"Every operator of a private switch-
board, and of course, every 'central,' is
charged with keeping these private tel-
egfhone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different ways to
worm this information out of us, but
they don't succeed."
"It saves my time wonderfully-this
having a private call," said • lawyer. "I
really think this plan saved me from a
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge of
the telephone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by %latch I can
be reached perscnally. Nine times out
of ten the questions can be settled with
out referring to me. Occasionally, of
eourse, I have to speak to the pet son my-
self.
"But there was a time • few years ago
when I could not dictate so much as a
note to my stenographer without being
Interrupted half a dozen times. That ex-
asperating little tingaeling has been
the death knell to many a finely phrased
letter. As for important documents,
when dictating anything that required
serious thought,
 
l_ was obliged to have
an entirely separate room where I was
as absolutely 'out' as though in my home
uptown.
"While, of course, I did not pretend
to speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was called
very often. It is very different now
Only a dozen or so persons know my pri-
vate call, and sometimes my telephone
does not ring more than once or twice
• day.
"l'he telephone Is a mighty good sem
sat, but with one's name in the public,
telephone directory it soon becomes a
hard master."
"Yes, our house number is private,"
said a woman who has many social du-
nes, "and we guard it as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends are able to reach us by tel-
ephone.
"As some one said to me the other day,
quite the height of modern intimacy Is
reached in the interchange of private
telephone numbers. And It Is true.
"You would be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to discov-
er the number of a private wire. Why,
would you believe it, our stable is often
called up, and whoever happens to an-
swer is asked for our house number.
Tea, our telephone is now just what it
originally was and just shat it should
be-a convenience and not a niusance."
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Extraordinarily Good limonite Said
to Have Been Obtained from
Collan.gol.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the sue-
eessful treatment of appendicitis by
111“134 of "collangolee a sliver solution.
Be writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It v,ould doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure diver soluble in water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
eerier lileilifita-seT614 bIOu.
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
*deg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, in the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leutleirch, has
now used collaegol in appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
In the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improiement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow-often only liner weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
xuepting two with very severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatrneut is very much
superior to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every case of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without regarting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect But after all it will ',quire a great
deal of very critical observation before
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make a real criticism possible. At all
event*, his statements deserve cereal
attention. On the other hand, It cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last.
Light cases of appendicitis can be
boated for • time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long.
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest, says the Dales-
kalla."
Maiden Names In Other Lands.
When a woman Is married in this
country her maiden name is seldom
menUoned. Many people to whom she
is very well known have never heard it.
In France, on the contrary, there are
constant reminders of the earlier dig-
atty. In Belgium marriage dome not ex
tinguish it, for many married women
often combine the old name with the
new. Moreover, they put the maiden
name last, thus giving it the greater
distinction. We can illustrate this by
supposing the custom to prevail in this
country. In that ease Miss Brown when
she married Mr. Robinson would have
her visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Rob-
inson-Brown." This double barreled
arrangement does not give the Belgian
wife a better social status than the
English wife's, but It Is very soothing
to feminine pride.-London Chronicle.
•
a
Wisdom of the Chinon. 
The v-elba-T wisdomthe Chinese
has become proverbial, and appropri-
ately enough, it shows itself prominent-
ly in their proverbs. Many of these have
already been translated into English,
but here are a few more, from a collee-
ton by Herr Bruno Navarra, published
In Heidelberg, which may be welcbrne:
"It is better not to be than not to be
anything." "Repentance is the dawn
of virtue." "Even the highest tower
stands on the ground." "Man thinks he
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of the
first class has poor relations," "The
carver of idols never worships idols; he
knows too well what they are made of."
"A day of grief Is longer than a year of
joy." And so on.-T. P.'s Weekly,
Ho Rowed, She Steered.
The boat drifted on die clear lake.
The man and the maid were silent and
a little sad. "Dear," he said, "will you
float With me aiways-down the stream
of life?"
"The same !- now'?" she whispered.
"The same as now," said he.
"I will, gladly!" cried the younger!.
Be, you see, was rowing, doing all
the hard work. he had the helm. She
eteered.-Minneapolis Journal. ,
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Relics of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now. -
To most persons the phrase "This in
denture witnesseth" is as much Greek
as the common phrase "Witness my
band and seal." Yet Loth are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob-
taining at present.
Legal documents were once en.
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed skin
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent
urs." Even where the lawyers hays
departed from the custom, still obtain
lug in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen_ It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there re-
mained a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily idetIti
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
it passed with the spread of education,
and the bit of red paper affixed by the
lawyer is as necessary as the signs-
n
A court of law is a reminiscence of
the Urns when justice sat in the open
court yard, and the "dock" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
cc
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A TEST BY FIREMEN. CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER. COLLEGQ GIRLS GROW FAT E. H. PURYEA R,
IMPLOSIVES BUR.NAD TO AS-
CRBTAIII THE DANGER.
Cartridges Explode with Insunicient
Force to Do Much Damage-
Interesting kgpM1-
ment.
An interesting experiment was made
a few days sinee at the convention of
firemen at Duluth, says the Boston
Herald. for the purpose of /laving de-
termined the extent of danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. In a great many hardware stores
It is known that ammunition is carried
In stock, and in gun stores ammuni-
tion, of course, is a regular part of the
stock in trade. It has been thought
that this clams of material was of a
character that would prove seriously
dangerous in ease of fire, beeaese fire-
men would naturally be afraid to en-
ter buildings where, in consequence of
explosions, their lives would be endan-
gered. It has been customary in most
cities to have ordinances passed reg-
ulating the amount of gunpowder that
can be carried in a mercantile stock,
and also designating the manner In
which the powder shall be kept and
the place in the -tore in which the re
ceptable shall b. Placed. Thee, In
Boston, the ordinance provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in • metal
receptacle; that the amount carried
at any one time shall be strictly lim-
ited, and that the metal box in which
It is kept shall be placed near the
door of the store at a place known to
the firemen, so that In the event of
fire it can be easily removed. But
with fixed ammunition regulations of
this kind are not in force, and a great
deal has been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these supplies.
A current belief has existed that if
• gun store were to take fire it would
be dangerous to enter it, and, indeed,
It might be dangerous for anyone to
pass in the near vicinity at the time
of the fire. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs, and the flash of fire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion is practically simultaneous.
The experiment etude at Duluth was
in a building put up for the purpose,
In which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunition of all kinds,
both in paper shells and also metallic
rifle and pistol cartridges. Altogeth-
er, In the two tests, in e of which
the cartridges were left free, and the
other in which they were put in con-
fined space, as In boxes, ev,e00 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment
It was found, as the result of put-
ting these in buildings specially built
to be burned down, that an exploding
cartridge has sot maident force to
tear open the adjacent carteedge, and,
therefore, cannot communicate fire te
the powder charge of its neighbor. In
a fire each cartridge explodes indivki-
welly, and explodes when its partic,.-
t::-r 77-inler is heated to die flash.ng
point, but the flash from one cartridgs
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge
consequently, instead of having retinue
taneous explosions, there is a series
ef explosions, though when there are
large quantities of ammunition burn-
ing these follow in quick succession,
like musketry ere.
The danger from flying fragments of
exploding cartridges is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartriege
shell, when unsupported by the gun
chamber, bursts at the first indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure.
The escaping gas expends as energy,
In tearing open the shell rather than
in throwing the bullet forward, and
as there is nothing to confine the ego
coping gas, it has little propulsive
force. Often the heads of the cart-
ridges are torn off and thrown come
ll'tle distance, but the bullets hardly
ever fly; that is. the heavier parts of
the cartridge remain behind and only
the ligheer parts are thrown off, and
this with no great force or velocity.
In a fire firemen Can keep well beyond
the range of the thrown fragments and
still be within easy working distance
a: d as close to the fire as the hest will
permit.
Is the Duluth tests It was found that
fragments of cartridges were thrown
m 20 to 30 feet but with so b -
velocity that those who were hit suf,-
fe..ed no discomfiture. The cartridges
b-red contained more than 40(,
pounds of black and smokeless pow•
der, a sufficient quantity, If kept in
bulk, to have made a very serious ex-
plosion; but when thus divided it was
found that little, if any, damage vet uld
be caused by IL
Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the United States and
Russia.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living? Whst
4 yo.!r • 7. zts:nn ?" asked the
r
ntuirmtc,••
• ,-" .nor thr
, 9ia 0
11!: 'It' , .,.r •Ib, %.• •'... a.
right, meanii,. a writer of preteerio-
tIons.-Philadelphia Press.
Not Square.
"How do we know the world is
round?" asked the school teacher.
"Beca,use we lueow $t isn't square,"
promptly replied the toy who hed been
abserbing knowledge about graft and
boodle.-Philadelphia Record.
Boon After Entering the "Freshies"
They Begin to Acquire
Plumpness.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free from
the influeuceseot-aithereofe-the great-
sections. It will build the capital lit.
orally from the ground up and has:
selected a site not far from the pretty
village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety might have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity 01
Australia to have a capital in a place
which nature had designed for a vil-
lage. It is 30 miles from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
distance ii spanned by the iron way
still further connections must be built
to link it with the main Victorian sys-
tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimates that cost ut the railroad con-
Sanction entailed will be 0.300.000
and that water supply, public build.
lags and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to $28,000,000. After the
city is built it will be a purely arti-
ficial capital, just as Washington is,
but it will have a very much smaller
population, the assumption being that
it will not exceed 60,000.
An artificial capital, one created by
flat as a result of a compromise be-
tween rived sections or decreed by as-
sumed political necessity is an experi-
ment under the best circumstances and
usually falls short of being a metrop-
olis. Washington and St. Petersburg
are examples. Washington is simple
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
expectations of its founders that II
would become an emporium, a busy
mart, a port, a city that should be an
illustration in itself of all the activi-
ties of a great and busy country.
Beauty it has, but business It has not.
En population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
In our second or possibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg, on the other hand,
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1,813,300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092,360 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg is really a
great port, commanding a heavy sea-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affections and traditions
of .Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart.
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Austriant has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their arti-
ficial capitals. It area is fixed and
determined, The capital will always
bear the same geographical relation to
every Australian region that it will
have In the beginning. In this coun-
try the capital is conveniently situated
to only a very small section. The
United States have expanded into re-
glens that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
men' ge-o- rstions to come. Similarly
Ruesla has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populous
and progressive, in regions that were
not even Russian when Peter the Great
trar.n to dr.vo the piles fur the foun-
dations of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Ones Went to
New York Jelaus Now
Goes to Cars.
"In a couple of months from now,"
said a woman who was matron at s
women's college for several years,
"there will be a flood of letters from
girt -111Shnian
containing ooe complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so fat that my clothes won't III
me.' And the mothers Will worry and
fret, and wardrobes a al be sent home
to be let out.
"Freshmen at the women's -college
always grow very p.atnp, and the)
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their first race,
(ion by the amount of flesh they have
put on. And It is all due, I believe,
to the nealthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college.
"The food is always palatable. nour-
ishing, and of the best, and even the
-meet- -finicky- maiden.
everything. I have men girls wtoi
entered, college with tl:a idea that they
could get nothing but the white meat
of Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly
eating fried veal anti onions a few
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
of lively conversation to make them
digest easily. Let me say right here
too, that the popular notion that col-
lege girls have midnight spreads of
:ndigestibles is a wrong one. Such
things belong to a boarding school, but
not to a women's college.
"Then there are regular hours for
retiring. Lights must be out at ten
o'clock, and that means eight hours
of good, healthful sleep. The out-
door life also contributes to the plump-
nests of the girls.
"College girls stay indoors only
when they have to, and plenty of fa ,n
air makes them strong and muscular.
The gymnasium is another factor. Its
purposes is to develop a girl physical-
ly, and each freshman is examined
that she may get the exercise she most
needs.
"Under all these conditions the
freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
and this plumpness they rarely lose
during their college course. Even the
thinnest girl finds she can wear a
decollete evceing gown after she has
been at college three months and the
fat girls find their superfluous flesh
turning into hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. College girls
are always happy, and every woman
grows fat when she is happy."
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 5-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
"You'd never guess the difference the
subway has made in our business," said
the oldtirne Meht cab driver, accordine
tee the Nov "“rk Sun. "Ishouldsay that
night fares from t he theater district anti
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
"It used to be that a man in evening
clothes, especially if accompanied by n
woman wearing garments easily soiled,
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface car. As for walking from Broad
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost out of the question. The re.
suit was that the great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went home in carriages.
"Now it's different After the Meats,
the crowds walk to the restaurants for
lunch, then they drift along to the sub-
way entrance at Forty-second street and
Broadway or at the ('.rand Central.
"Men and wonee% who would scorn
elevated or surface cars when It
evening dress do not balk at the sulawsr-.
They Ind the stations and cars general!)
clean and roomy, and when they get up
, town where there is no cite t see then
they do not mind walking a few block
to save scab fare.
I "Our greatest loss is In Brooklyn pa
trona. It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyn
Sanitarium and Sanatorium.
These two terms are frequently con-
fused: "Sanitarium" is from genital;
meaning healtli, and is correctly applied
to a healthful place, a resort for con
valescents. Sanatorium, from senare, to
bean Is correctly applied to institutions
designed for the special treatment of
sink persons, as, for instance, places
where consumptives are treated.-
alyerson's American Family Illegalina
Plain Talk.
Housewife
-And you left your lest
plikce because of a quarrel with yo\u/
mistress?
Applicant-Not a quarrel, mum.
"How was it, then?"
"Well, mum, she was afther Inter-
term' wid me, an' I shpoke to her as
one 'lady to another." -a Ceeecls.nd
Leader.
,‘
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Members of the Medical Profession
in History Who Belonged to
That Race.
Absting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Peal Estate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Ken..
tucky.
An interesting survey of Jews as
members of our profusion is to be oh-
tabled from a little work entit ed
"Judische Agree und ihr Einfiess ate
!as Judentum," which, says the Med.
teal Record, has been issued by Dr.
Simon ScherbeL One of the most
prominent of the earlier personage'
mentioned is Chasdal, who became a
minister under- the Calif Abdul-Rah-
man III., and did much to establist
the position of the Jews among the
Moslems in Spain during the tenth cen.
tury, u well as to foster the study te
the Talmud in that country. a:de
Halevi, who lived 100 years later, war
a busy physician who was also the
author of distinguished practical and
philosophical works. The grew
!daimon:des of Cordova is include/
among the list of physicians by the
author, who says that he created whet,
is almost a new Talmud, and allege.
that Richard Coeur de Leon wished a
make him his court physician, in spits
of the edicts of Popes Eugenius, Rich
olas and Calixtus that Christian'
should not employ Jewish physicians
In Spain many years before they were
practically the only practitioners o
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
tinder VI. had as personal physician
JEW, Bonet de Lateen who subsequent!,
became attached to the court of Lout
X. The edict against Jewish physi
clans was finally raised by Sixtus V
largely at the instigation of two they
celebrated physicians, David de nom'
and Ella Montalto. In the latter pall
of the eighteenth century Mendels
sohn's efforts In behalf of his corn
patriots were ably seconded by his
friend, the physician Marcus Herz, whc
contributed much towarei the elevation
of the Jews in Girmany. In still
more recent time Ascher. Fteinbotni
Erter and Johann Jacoby have bee:.
prominent, and the author closes h
enumeration with the widely knowo
C. Flournoy  Cecil ReaS 
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. Kv
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5, Paducalib
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.„
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 554. Old Tlione 484
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLEMb
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
ab Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Roth phones 31.
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 I-a Broadway.
•
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE tao NORTH FIFTH
TE'LEPHON ES :
Residence scitS Office 20
.0101.111
DR. R. F. HEARNE
IIROOKIIILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE N9. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS.
sac) NORTH FIFTH STREET.
Both Pherfes 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to S
p. m. and 7 to co p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. NO2 ." ND
THROAT
Ofilce and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4
Columbia Building
Phone 1041- -Red .
. IL
..hoelliNg111111.1
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
•••••••=11101b
-
C. MANNING SEARS, IC 0.
Office 1707 Mcycs St.
Telephone 317.
people down as far as the Bridge at least
Then the Brooklyn people had to fele-
a crosstown ear or walk half way ar-cs-
the town at one end or the other to ge:
an elevated train.
"Now the subway takes them right t,
the Bridge entrance. Why, now one car
go from Forty-second street clear to tht
outskirts of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter if the weather is bad,
"It's going to be still worse for us
when they get the subway running un-
der the river."
Hospitable.
Policeman (to tramp)-I want yout
name and address.
Ttainp (sarcastically)-0h, yer do, do
,yer '7 Well, me name is John Smith, an'
rer F.,1(VEPS is Number One, the open air,
It ,r call or. me" don't trouble ter knock,
Ow. ;abt • 41,1i. La.-Sootsmaa.
-AMU 0
Baginsky and Senator.
Bit of Westmoreland.
The arestmoreiami bias are the re-
mains of an infinitely unit r world-
giant/ decayed, but of a gi i race and
ancestry; they helve the flr.lsh, th;
delicate or noble loveliness-one might
almost say the manner-that comes 01
long and gentle companionship with
those chief forces that make for nat-
ural beauty-with air ano water, with
temperate suns and too abundant
raise. Beside them the ,Alps are In-
human; the Apennines, mere forest
grown heaps-mountains in the mak
Int; while all that Scotland gains iron
the easy enveloping glory of its heath
er, Westmoreland, which is alums.
tmatberless, Must owe to an inflnittub
it line etroltes, tints, curves and group-
ings, to bouches of magic and to Ilnet
of grace, yet never losing the wke
eslergy 0I-nrerlPlee and rock thnt be
ldhge of right to' a mountain eieorld.-
Century.
Mammoth Moth.
The largest moth known is the Warr
Agee', found im (Mina, the wings 0, .
Nita measure aims incites serous.
-•essedno.......— h. ....•,-,•••a •
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist )
Office 3o6 
Phone 
9-. dv41:-Phone 120
Rcsi rit ItT e, 7
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone ja
PALrUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calt•trdtre
Framed right up to date in fieo, tab.
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
10.2
Jim DrAffy
4o3TA Broadwai.
Pressing and Cleanzag
Old Telephone
AR.GEST! One
61.0.1.1..~01•11.16,
•
1.
AN GSTAF F&SRM V IANUFACTURING•••
OMPLETE
OMPANY
00
Incorporated. "4;F°. i 1..!::::f.t's::•17
NLY Sash and LANT awning their own Saw and
'Door House in PADUCAH, KY. ...Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Departmentawe are NO
W MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEECH
Flooring, end matchcd, bored and kiln dried., We a
re making especially low prices on house bills.
GET OUR. PRICES ONL "TWIN" OAK AND BEE
CH HARDWOOD FLOORING
BOTH PHONES 26 OD MO 
MP OM 
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU 438 SoutirSecond St.
Mineral Water
We carry the most complete
in Western Kentucky.
Hunyadi Janos.
Apollinaris.
Mount Clement.
Abilene.
Heptal
Red Raven Splits.
Buffalo Lithia.
Pluto.
Pluto Concentrated.
West Baden.
Deerfield.
Bethesda.
Dawson and Dawson concentrated
by bottle or case. Dawson water in
bulk at 3cie gallon. Will gladly order
any water we do not have in stock.
Bring your prescriptions here.
McPherson,s
Drug Store.
-FOUR MTH AND BROADWAY.
FOR RENT,---A desirable resi-
dence corner Ninth and Monroe Sts
All modern conveniences, good
stables. Apply to S. C. Vaughan.
4 
line
WANTED—Bilious people to take
•Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
'WALKER 4: CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-
-dsnce in West End. All modern
cenveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
FOR ESC r.--Nri nch and Jefersbn:
7 rooms; $27.50. Apply 613 Broad-
way.
FOR RENT--N rely furnished
room at 226 Jefferson. Old phone
1205-
Wanted—Experienced help by
• dressmaker at 726 Jefferson. O
ld
phone 1205.
FOR RENT—Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
occupied by Paducah Distilleries
company.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied numarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
state., of good character art tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
The Ozark Hotel.
Ai Crea; 5oringi, iris., will make
-* rate of $to per week for the bal-
ance of ON The I. C. rail-
road will 'give fiduced rates. The
finest r..ud baths 'n the land at The
Ozark, also Vapor, spray
and shower baths.
'MRS. HARKNESS, Proprietress.
•:. PERSONAL NOTES.
414441tili: *.--:•4441.4•444.4444.
Idle. Frank t (1st left yesterday
for Cerulean Springs, Ky., for a so-
jorms. He is traveling auditor for
the Henderson brewiery.
Attorneys' James Coleman and
Conn Linn of Mturray are in the city
on buisinss.
Charls E. Jennings returned
yesterday from Indianapolis, Ind..
and Northern points. •
iMrs. T. Hiller Sisson has gone to
Mernashia for a several days' visit.
Consmionealeh Attorney John G.
Lovett Os in the city en route to his
home in Benton from Dawson
Spr:nge, where he has been sojourn-
ing.
MANY GAYETIES.
Miss Wallace Entertained Yesterday
for Visitor—Other Affairs.
Miss Frances Wallace of Arcadia
entertained quite a number of friends
yesterday morning with a delightful
social in honor of her visitor. Miss
Margery Brown, of Atlanta, Ga. A
charming time was spent by the hap-
py crowd of young ladies.
The Columbia club this afternoon
meets with Miiss Katie Schadtt at
her home on the Mayfield road, sev-
eral miles from the city.
The dance for tomorrow night by
the Cotillion club at the park, has
been postponed Mita July 25th.
On account of the time of meet-
ing being changed from weekly to
once a month, the ladies auxiliary of
the Knights of ,Columbus will not
meet today with Mrs. John Dorian,
but August ist.
HANDSOME PROGRAM
Horse Show Association Will Issue
One for Fall Event
The Paducah Driving association
will shortly issue several thousand
copies of a handspirrK,program and
premium list for the second annual
horse show which will be held Octo-
ber 3, 4. 5 and 6.
The book will be printed on heavy
enemal paper and the cover done in
chromatic colors. Enough adver-
tising will be accepted to pay the
expense of the issue.
j..L Walbert Camp Confelerate
Veterans will hold regular monthly
meeting at city hall Tuesday night at
-7.3o o'clock. All members are r.-
quested to be present .
Evergreen Circle will give an ice
cream supper Wednesday night, July
:8th.
Pony For Sale.
I have a eiee peaty
Call 022 Trimble. PAT GROGAN.
NOTICE.
TO THE CITIZENS OF PADU-
CAH, KrENTUGKY :
-We have completed arrangements
whereby J E. WIlliamson 8c Co., of
Pailkkah, Ky., base become tile agents
of your city for our celebrated Green
River White Bleaching Stone.
Aarforre deairi fig anything in Cem-
etery work, would do well to see J.
E. Williamson & Co., and gve this
material their consideration before
placing their order.
Very respectfully,
F. J. SCHOLTZ & SON.
4 -4- ++4-r i-11-1•++++•++.1-1* 1I*14.
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i-i I1- till
\Velvet)
Chalk
A splendid face pow-
der that will not in-
jure the most delicate
skin. Only
Five Cents a Box
R.W. W kLICER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
—At the 'meeting of Plain City
Lodge No. 449, F. & AM., last night
four ttar•liberso were received, three
by iniation and one by affiliation.
(Continued from Page One.)
Youthful Criminal
Wonderful-is- the -Great- West in
its products! Life is Swift and stren-
uous. It is celebrated for its big
trees, big vegetables, big criminals
and precocious children. Read this
from the Denver Republican:
Although used to crime, Captain of
Detectives Loomis was shocked at
the case of Robert Hirsch, a ten-
year-old boy arrested the other day
by Detectives McNeil and Peterson
cu a charge of grand larceny. In an
interview with the detective captain
the young prisoner is said to have
displayed all the cunning and knowl-
edge of a hardened criminal .
The boy weighs only thirty pounds,
being very small for his age. He
is not .believed by the detectives to
be more than 8 years old, although
he stoutly maintains that be is io.
Ile is unable to talk plainly, but
seems to have an intimate knowl-
edge of his crime and its penalty.
The specific charge on which he was
arrested is the theft of a bicycle
three days ago. He was arrested
while trying to dispose of the bicy-
cie to a second-hand dealer for $4.50.
When brought before the captain
of detectives the boy began misrep-
resenting his case in a manner which
lie believed would bnefit him. lie
stated that he had come to Denver
with his mother, who v.-as in the San
I tam isco disaszer, and that he stole
v heel to help hcr. Then he said
t:isi the wheel was f.t! iroperty
his father, and that he had owne,d
it for three weeks, as ihis father had
been killed in San Francisco. He re-
fused to tell the name of his parents
and where he lived, and the most
adroit questioning failed to break his
statements, although the detectives
knew he was lying.
Finally he stated that be would
tell the truth to the captain..if ;the
ether witnesses were excluded.
"I don't want any witnesses to
any confession," he said.
The captain humored him, and he
said: "I stole the wheel, and I
thought I would get good money for
it. but Denver is rotten and you can't
get anything like what a 'click' is
worth. The best I could do was
$350, and if I hadn't held oot for
$4.5o I wouldn't be here. If you ,
don't sell on what a fence wants to,
pay they will tip you off every time."
"Don't you know that It is a se-
rious thing for a little boy like you
to steal?" asked the captain.
"Ah, it's easy," was the reply. "All l
they do is to take you before the
Mgr, and he is easy to stall. He'd
turn loose a kid like me and I
wouldn't doe a day.'
In speaking about the case, Capt.
I oomis said "I can't understand it.
That boy is of kindergarten age, and
yet he talks like a man and 'stalls'
like a grown and experienced crimi-
nal. He talked me nearly to death
before I could convince him that I
knew he was lying.: I was never
so surprised in my life. Peterson
zrd McNeill were present during a
part of my talk with him, and they
sill tell you that his cunning and
knowledge of the ways of the world
v,ere amaizng. I believe that this
boy has been trained in crime."—
She started, recalled and then bent
anxiously nearer her mirror.
"A wrinkle, as I'm alive" she ex-
claimed.
She was of a buoyant temper, 
l. 
how-
ever.
"I suppose T'll have to put a good
axe 0 1 5 e 4,2 Pe2C tvg OT
the necessary materials.—Puck.1
Guatemala 's seven times 1
territory and has a population of
2,000,000, the Salvadorean army is
considered to be more than a match.
for it. The standing troops of Sal-
vador number four thousand, with a
regular militia oof 15,000. The thor-
ough organization of her government
is carried to such a point that the
governors of such province are also
mibtary I chiefs of the troops recruit-
ed theiefrom.
American Cruiser Reaches Guatemala.
Washington, July 17.—A cable-
gram received at the Navy Depart-
cmnt today from Commander Mul
!igan of the Marblehead announced
the arrival of that ship at Acajutla,
a port on The coast of Guatemala,
nearer the• boundary between that
ilrugglists Fifth and MAIN country and Salvador
 than La Lib-
Both Phones
. lertad, where she was yesterday.tn.
i•+++4.v.5•1••i•ei.
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• RIVER RIPPLINGS.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo and comes back tonight about
11.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Clyde gets out for the Ten-
nessee river. She comes back :text
Monday night.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
this afternoon and gets here next
Saturday en route down to Memphis.
The Peters Lee left Memphis yes-
terday and gets here tomorrow bound
for Cincinnati.
.Th steamer Kentucky comes out
of the, Tennessee river tomorrow
night late and lays until 5 o'clock
next Saturday afternoon before de-
parting that way on her return.
The City of Savannah passes up
early this morning en route to the
Tennessee river from St. Louis.
the Tennessee river last night en
The City of Saltillo passed out of ubscribe For The Register
route to St. Louis. She gets to the
Future Great tomorrow and leaves
there Friday on her return.
The Reuben Dunbar gets out again I Ab
rtihviensmorning for the Cumberland ra Ill L. Weil &Co
"VVhen is 4 Hoodoo a Jonah?"
E owe OM else--
But come and get a move on you and see what we mean in our
Special Ten Day's Sale
In Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, High Art Hand Painted China, Niag
ara
Falls Cut Glass, none more beautiful. A !/4 price on Rogers Knives,
Forks and Spoons. We have too many lsargains to classify but eve
ry
arecle in our store will be sold at a bargain price. You have purchased
of us before and you have been satisfied at our special sales. We will
do equally as well or better now. Come early for choice.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KONETZKA, JEWELER AND OUTICIAM
21 Years Experience.
• 
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THE KENTUCKY PRESS.
If the intention to disarm every
man who enters the courthouse dur-
ing the Hargis trial at Beattyville is
carried out, it might be well to move
the state arsenal to that town and
save the purchasing of arms for Ken-
tucky's soldiers.—Louisville Post.
The beef trust .is trying to explain
that the charge that while the price
of beef has greatly increased the
price of caitle has declined, is not
based on fac*. But the word of the
tiust is hardly to be relied upon as
much as that of the housewife and
the farmer, who are both up against
the manipulations of tbe beef barons
--Henderson Gleaner.
Since the great earthquake, only
three persons have committed suicide
:n San Francisco, while previous to
that, the average was twelve a week.
An earthquake probably makes the
San Franciscans consider life worth
living.—Hopkinsvilte New Era.
The Houston, Texas, Post makes a
centre shot when it says that the
moonshiners are gentlemen ani schol-
ars compared with the men respon-
sible for the adulterated hot stuff
that forms the whisky of commerce
today.—Frankfort Journal .
The editor who can please every-
one is not tilted for this earth, but
is entitled to wings. Human nature
is so constituted that some of our
readers would like to have us feed
them on scandal; some would like to
have us tell the unvarnished truth
about them, whie others would kill
no if we did. It is a comforting
thought to the editor to know that
Lord Himself did not please every-
one while on earth. We labor hard
to entertain and please our subscrib-
ers but that we should occasionally
fail is to be expected, but you will
always find us willing to be forgiven.
--Calloway Times.
It is reported that more than too
Jewish families move into Jerusalem
every week. Though most of them
are very poor, yet they find means
to make a scanty living. Jerusalem
Jewish city,
ug once more a
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 736
J. W. HUGHES
 -JEN,
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
orndrklowz 4a4-. RICSEDENCE PHONE gag
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.
t to Horse Power Motor.
I WO Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street
S P. POOL, L. 0. STEVENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 208, 206 S. Third
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons at Elevator 5Boti Telephones 254. _
Foot ofAest Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated. 411111.811111111118111111111IM
